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Abstract. The Internet has gained increasing popularity in the recent twenty years, 

and numerous services and products are provided online. However, the inevitable 

digital divide has differentiated people living in the same society into IT rich and poor. 

As world population is irreversibly aging, the elderly will be the largest IT inability 

group because of the digital divide. One information inability is their lack of access 

and capability to use internet. In China, despite many elderly-aimed ICT projects are 

carried out, internet prevalence rate among the elderly is lower than in Sweden. 

Successful online applications or services in western society finally proved total failure 

in another, which gives the designer and developer a good lesson to learn: to design or 

provide a kind of application to users across cultures or nations is more than simply 

interface language translation. Studies on cultural differences provide scholars in ICT 

field a good reference on how to take cultural issues into product design and 

applications, to make the applications and services more culture-friendly. Therefore, 

the research is carried out on elderly internet usage in China in comparison with the 

situation in Sweden: by comparing the elderly people‟s experiences, perceptions and 

expectations for the internet in these two countries, differences are analyzed from the 

perspective of cultural differences and an in-depth analysis of unique problems of 

Chinese elderly people internet use is given. By comparing China and Sweden, which 

are defined as countries under absolutely different cultural systems, implications on 

Chinese elderly people‟s expectations and requirements for internet are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

1.1.1. The Development of  Information Technology and Internet 

“In the 1960s and 1970s, the term information technology (IT) was a little known phrase. With the 

paradigm shift to computing technology and "paperless" workplaces, information technology has 

come to be a household phrase”. (Wise Geek, 2011) The development of information technology has 

brought much convenience and many amazing changes to our life. As the main carrier of information, 

the internet has doubtless accelerated the information technology development. On every continent, 

over 2 million hosts and around 25 million users are connected by the internet. (Hefley and Morris, 

1995) Internet has already become the key resource locator for different usage purposes in various 

fields. (Hefley and Morris, 1995) 

1.1.2. The Aging Trend and Digital Divide  

According to the statistics from United Nations report „Population Aging 2002‟: “the world 

population aged over 60 years or older will be 2 billion by the year 2050”. (UNPDDESA, 2002) “The 

majority of the world‟s older population (54%) will reside in Asia, while Europe will take up the 

second largest share (24%)”. (UNPDDESA, 2002) The statistical figures and the projection indicate 

that senior people will take up a big portion in the population structure. The trend of aging will cause 

some problems for elderly such as marginalization from information accessed and related services. 

(Dinet, et al., 2007) Nowadays, although many things are finished and assisted by ICT facilities, such 

as internet, there are still elderly people who are isolated from information technology, and this 

phenomenon is addressed as „Digital Divide‟, which refers to the gap between the have‟s and have 

not‟s regarding access to information technology. (Coetzee, 2007) In research on Digital Divide in 

Hong Kong, China, digital divide is defined as: people are separated into groups of those who do or 

do not have access or capability to the use of information technology such as internet. (Riggins, 2004, 

pp. 161-179 cited in Lam, 2005, p. 13) People in those information technology inability groups are 

defined as socially disadvantaged, and as global aging is an inevitable trend, the elderly will be one of 

the disadvantaged groups because of their technological inabilities in the digital divide context. (Lam, 

2005, p. 13) Although digital divide situation changes and varies from generations, as a phenomenon 

and „by products‟ of information technology times, it attracts social attentions.  
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1.1.3. National Internet Prevalence Situation for Elderly in Sweden and China 

In 2010,.SE, named as „The Internet Infrastructure Foundation‟, released the report „Elderly Swedes 

and the Internet, 2010‟, which studied the internet usage among the Swedish elderly. (.SE, 2011) The 

report revealed the problem that, by the time the survey was finished, there were about 1.3 million 

Swedish elderly were not internet users. (Findahl, 2010) According to the statistics from website 

„Internet World Stats‟ (an international website aimed at providing updated world internet usage 

situation), Sweden had a population of 9,074,055 in 2010, of which 17.4% were those aged over 65 

years old. (Internet World Stats, 2011) A rough calculation can be made about the internet prevalence 

rate among the Swedish elderly: it is approximately 26%.  

In 2010, CNNIC (China Internet Network Information Centre) published 26th Statistical Report of 

Internet Network Development Situation in China. In 2010, the population of internet users was 420 

million, with the users aged over 60 years old reaching 2.0%. (CNNIC, 2010) According to 

Population Census of 2010, the population of the elderly aged over 60 years old was 177 million 

(CNPC, 2011) , so we can figure out that internet prevalence among the Chinese elderly aged over 60 

years old was about 5% in 2010, which was lower than among their Swedish counterparts.  

1.1.4. Elderly Aimed ICT Related Projects  

The Action Plan on Information and Communication Technology and Aging, which was launched by 

the Commission of the European Communities, aims at “providing better quality of life for the 

elderly in Europe for ICT and ageing”. (Europa, 2007) In Sweden, within six years until now, the 

government has supported elderly-assisted product and service developments for elderly and their 

relatives in everyday life and nearly 100 projects for elderly were supported by „Technology for 

Elderly‟ between 2007–2010. (Teknik för äldre, 2011) Much research on the elderly people and 

information technologies is sponsored and targeted at European countries such as Sweden. The 

projects mentioned above raise the public awareness of elderly people in the age of information 

technology to help them maintain a good quality and condition of life with modern information 

technologies. 

Compared with projects in Europe, China has also made attempts to design and implement ICT 

products and services for its elderly people, such as the government supported project „Help the Old 

people Use Internet‟ in Shanghai. The project aims at helping the elderly use the computer and 

internet by providing training courses, organizing activities such as online game competitions, and 

providing call center services for computer purchase and maintenance for local elderly. 

(SH.EASTDAY, 2004) International Business Machine Corporation has launched WAT (Web 

Adaptation Technology) global plan in developed cities in China, such as Beijing and Shanghai, to 

assist the physically challenged and elderly for web page browsing, and its multiple functions designed 

for these special users are text reading, image, character, title exemplifying, and font adaptations. 

(SINA, 2005) Meanwhile, IT companies that dominate great market shares in China have also 
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launched products to assist elderly people internet activities such as designing websites that provide 

information the elderly are concerned and information search engines for the elderly.  

1.1.5. Theoretical Foundation 

Previous chapter 1.1.2 emphasizes the existence of digital divide between people in different social 

groups regarding their access and capabilities to use information technologies, such as digital divide 

between elderly people group and other social groups. Furthermore, digital divide not only exists 

nationwide between different social groups vertically, but also horizontally between developed and 

developing countries. Although many countries are attempting to bridge the gaps between the 

information rich and poor, there are still great discrepancies between developed and less developed 

countries regarding people‟s information access, usage and social behaviors, such as the use of 

internet. (Lam, 2005, p. 20) Based on the figures in 1.1.3, it is obvious that there are discrepancies 

exist between Sweden and China regarding internet prevalence rate among elderly people, which 

indicates that elderly people‟s usage of internet are different owing to digital divide between the two 

countries. A. Marcus pointed out that communication mediated by computer or other IT appliances 

are not cultural context independent. (Marcus, 2006) Therefore, the internet prevalence discrepancies 

between elderly people in Sweden and China and their corresponding internet usages may differ from 

their national cultural context from technological development and intrinsic different cultural norms 

perspectives and it is also worthy of probing into cultural contexts in two countries and seeking for 

the underlying cultural differences by which cause internet prevalence discrepancies and people‟s 

different internet usage patterns. 

Researchers in ICT field are aware of what is culture, but may not be clear about by which specific 

dimensions culture can be measured and described for culture studies. (Marcus, 2006) One of the 

mostly borrowed and cited cultural dimension theories is G. Hofstede‟s five cultural dimensions, 

which define countries as independent cultural units differ from other countries for their own specific 

dimensional cultural norms and values. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005) Hofstede analyzes 

countries from his five cultural dimensional perspectives by assigning and scaling values to five 

cultural dimensions for each specific national culture, which make cultural differences among 

countries more distinguishable and measurable for cultural studies.  

As what is mentioned above, the internet prevalence rate in two countries may also differ from their 

technological developments levels under cultural contexts. Besides Hofstede‟s cultural theories, there 

are also cultural dimensions proposed by other researchers. Baumgartner (2003) re-proposed 

technological development cultural dimension for its importance and relevance for ICT product 

design, which provide criteria and theoretical basis for national technological development level 

analysis. Hofstede‟s cultural dimension theory and Baumgartner‟s technological development cultural 

dimension are cited as theoretical foundation of our research, and introduced in the following 

chapter. 
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1.2. Problem 

1.2.1. The Problem Formalization 

Based on the background information generated in 1.1.3 and 1.1.4, there are problems very obvious 

and are questions stimulated: What cause the disparity in internet prevalence rate between the elderly 

in China and those in Sweden (5% versus 26%)? Why do current elderly-aimed projects and 

researches on internet use only yield 5% internet prevalence rate among the Chinese elderly? We may 

ask the questions: is it that Chinese elderly actually don‟t need the internet or any other related 

services? Do companies and project stakeholders fail to provide services that the Chinese elderly need 

or expect? It is far more inadequate to only acquire the general archive of elderly internet users in 

China from the official research data and reports. Therefore, a research question needs to be 

answered: What are the Chinese elderly people‟s experiences, perceptions, expectations in the needs 

of internet (compared with Sweden)?  

1.2.2. The Goal and Purpose  

The goal of the paper is to investigate what Chinese elderly people‟s needs of the internet are 

regarding their experiences, perceptions and expectations of internet use, with the comparison made 

to Sweden. China as a developing country, regarding its national technological developments (the 

information technological developments), there might be discrepancies exist compared with Sweden. 

Sweden is selected as comparable counterpart, not only because that Sweden and China are different 

geographically, technologically as well as economically but also because that the information 

technology (internet) originated and developed in those technologically leading countries since last 

century. Sweden has been set as examples in Nordic regions for its leading position in “early and fast 

adoption of radio, telephone, computer and internet”. (Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, p. 109) By 

comparing two countries-China and Sweden-in internet usage, an insight is given into how the 

Chinese elderly people‟s perception and usage of the internet is different from their Swedish 

counterparts owing to cultural differences and unique social and technical situations in China. 

Meanwhile, two countries can borrow and learn effective and applicable experiences from each other 

to improve elderly people‟s internet access and use, the comparison between two countries is not only 

made from technological perspectives, and their cultural differences are also to be emphasized.  

The purpose is to understand why China has a lower internet prevalence rate than Sweden, despite 

efforts and attempts made on researches and developments about elderly people‟s internet usage. By 

analyzing problems and certain phenomena generated from the survey, implications for what services 

should the internet provide for the Chinese elderly are to be given. Meanwhile, by applying cultural 

dimensions in cultural difference analysis regarding internet usage, insights about culture oriented 

product designs and implementations for Chinese elderly can also be proposed to future developers. 
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1.3. Methodology 

1.3.1. Preliminary Work 

First, In order to collect more diversified data from the elderly in China, so as to seek more divergent 

problems, the elderly in geographically different areas (such as northern, eastern and south-western 

China) are chosen as survey objects, because people live in these areas are under different social 

contexts, such as economic development levels, living habits or even languages (different dialects are 

spoken in different places of China) In Sweden, only the elderly live in Stockholm are selected as 

respondents due to author‟s limited access to contacts. Secondly, the elderly have to be aged over 60 

years old because the legal age for retirement in China is 60-65, and therefore the minimum age of 60 

is chosen as the age threshold. Finally, the questionnaire was developed based on research questions 

for both the Swedish and Chinese elderly. 

1.3.2.  Approaches 

 

Figure 1-1 Approaches 

The approaches applied in this study are the questionnaire answering and telephone interview. The 

first round of empirical studies was conducted for data collection so as to make comparisons between 

the elderly people in Sweden and China about their internet usage. Obvious differences revealed by 

comparisons regarding the elderly people internet usage are extracted and the Chinese elderly are 

interviewed over the telephone for further information to support and strengthen research results. 

The interviewees are selected in a random way, and the elderly who provided answers that yield to 

obvious differences from comparisons should be considered as interviewee candidates first. However, 

there is no limitation on the number of candidates, since the participations in the interview are 

voluntary. The answers collected from the interview and problems (differences) generated from the 

questionnaire are analyzed. Finally, conclusions are given based on analytical results. 
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1.4. Delimitations 

China is a large country, which decides that the economic and social status vary with different regions. 

Since it is not possible to conduct the investigation all over China due to the time and geographical 

limitations, the investigation covered a limited number of big cities such as Beijing, Hangzhou, and 

Kunming, which are developed capital cities. Ergo, it is impossible that the research results cover 

elderly people‟s internet usage situations nationwide: some districts and areas, such as rural and 

distant regions, are not reached in our studies. As for the situation in Sweden, due to the author‟s 

limited access to a large number of Swedish elderly and language barriers (lots of Swedish elderly 

don‟t speak English), the investigation was only conducted in Stockholm. Since those Swedish 

participants introduced to the author through the facilitation from Dr. Fåhræus are, as she 

emphasized, of a better educational background and economic level, the comparisons between 

Swedish and Chinese elderly to some extent could not reflect an average internet usage situation for 

the elderly. 
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2. Cultural Differences Studies and ICT 

2.1. What Is Culture? 

What is culture? Edward Hall and Mildred Hall provided a vivid trope: “Culture can be likened to a giant, 

extraordinary complex, subtle computer. Its programs guide the actions and responses of human beings in 

every walk of life”. (Hall and Hall, 1990, p.3) Culture has been studied for over hundred years and a wide 

variety of scholars working in the fields such as psychology, cross-cultural business management and 

cultural anthropology have addressed their own definitions of culture. (Straub et al., 2002, p.63)  

Lederach defined culture as “rooted in the shared knowledge and schemes created and used by a set of 

people for perceiving, interpreting, expressing, and responding to social realities around them”. (Lederach, 

1995, p.9) Adler proposed the definition of culture as “the integrated pattern of behavior that includes 

thought, speech, action, and artifacts, and it depends on man‟s capacity for learning and transmitting 

knowledge to succeeding generations”. (Adler, N., 1997 cited in Bagchi, Hart, and Peterson, 2004) 

According to Hofstede, culture is “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members 

of one group or category of people from another”. (Hofstede, 2003, p.9)  

These definitions are based on perspectives of shared values among people from a specific cultural 

background. The shared values could be people‟s perceptions, expressions as well as life styles. Many 

researchers focus on the shared values and define it as core and distinguishing characteristics of a certain 

culture. (Straub et al., 2002, p.64) Countries of different cultural systems vary accordingly with their unique 

cultural characteristics, which are referred to as criteria for cultural difference studies. 

2.2. Cultural Difference Studies and ICT 

2.2.1. Why Cultural Difference Studies for ICT? 

Cultural difference studies have been conducted for several years. “Relevant theories have been proposed 

by sociologists, social psychologists and intercultural communicating educators ever since 1960‟s for 

researches on human to human inter-cultural communications”. (Yan and Gu, 2007) Scholars tried to 

present their cultural theories in a more formal fashion by surveying culture from dimensional schemes or 

attributing variables to culture. The most influential theories are Dutch cultural anthropologist Geert 

Hofstede‟s five cultural dimensions, and Hall and Hall‟s culture-dependent variables. (Yan and Gu, 2007) 

Moreover, nowadays, researchers also borrow these cultural theories for ICT user experience studies, 

products designs and HCI researches. Why? Ever since the birth of information and communication 

technology, ICT products distributed all over the world seemingly cannot win all users‟ heart. The truth is 

that although product designers and developers are still endeavoring to cater to audience‟ favors, no 

product can be equally popular worldwide. (Marcus and Krishnamurthi, 2009) For example, Google, as 

one of the most influential search engine, has approximate 73.91% (Experian Hitwise, 2011) market share 

in Canada, about 65.50%(ComScore, 2011) in USA, as against only 7.3% (ComScore, 2011) in South Korea. 

Numerous ICT products and services that are big successes in western countries finally even proved to be 
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total failure in eastern cultures. (Yan and Gu, 2007) Cultural differences to some extent lead to different 

value systems, thinking patterns and social behaviors of people living in different cultural contexts, and 

people‟s acceptance of ICT products, applications and services differentiated from their cultural 

backgrounds, especially for cultures that rooted in totally different systems. That‟s why scholars have 

begun to reconsider the feasibility of applying the same product design models across cultures. (Yan and 

Gu, 2007) Cultural difference studies for user experience research, user interface design (UID), to provide 

developers and designers good references for culture friendly ICT products design, rather than simply 

localize products and services across countries by interface translation, which forces users from eastern 

cultural systems compromise themselves to products designed based on western cultural paradigm. They 

survive to accept and use these products, struggle with the difficulties, even though they never realize that 

the products and services they use are actually not culturally tailored for them, at least from the perspective 

of eastern and western cultural differences. In our research, the elderly from China, as a generation left 

behind and bred up under the most traditional Chinese cultural system, as with fast IT development in 

China, do they also compromise themselves to or just give up those alien products designed based on 

models borrowed from western cultural perspectives? Since the two countries are under different cultural 

backgrounds, are there any cultural differences between Swedish and Chinese elderly about their internet 

usage situation? If so, can these differences be valuable for future elderly targeted ICT products design? 

That‟s why we carried out cultural difference studies on Swedish elderly and Chinese counterparts about 

their internet usage conditions.  

2.2.2. Cultural Dimensions and Conceptualization 

Numerous anthropologists have conducted research on principles of cultural dimensions. Through 

in-depth studies and researches in different countries, collections of cultural frameworks concerning 

patterns and values of human behavior were extracted and used to define different cultures. These 

theoretical models have been applied to business management or international communication studies; 

some are referred to as the theoretical foundation for cross-cultural difference analysis. One of the most 

famous researchers in the field of cultural dimension studies is Geert Hofstede. Between 1967 and 1973, 

Hofstede conducted a survey concerning employees‟ values related to work situations at IBM, and about 

116,000 people speaking 20 languages from 72 countries were studied in the survey. (Hofstede, 2003, p.41) 

Based on the survey results, Hofstede generalized five cultural dimensions and assigned values scaled from 

1 to 100 to each dimension for 53 countries: 

Power Distance Index (PDI): “the extent to which the less powerful members of organizations and 

institutions (like the family) accept and expect that power is distributed unequally”. (itim International, 

2011)  

Individualism (IDV): “the looseness and closeness of ties between people”. (Marcus, 2006)  

Masculinity (MAS): “versus its opposite, femininity, refers to the distribution of roles between the genders 

which is another fundamental issue for any society to which a range of solutions are found”. (itim 

International, 2011)  

Uncertainty Avoidance (UA): “the tolerance of ambiguity or anxiety from things those are uncertain or 

unknown, as opposed to a feeling of fear from clear threats”. (Marcus, 2006) 
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Long-Term Orientation (LTO): “It can be said to deal with virtue regardless of truth. Values associated 

with Long Term Orientation are thrift and perseverance; values associated with Short Term Orientation 

are respect for tradition, fulfilling social obligations, and protecting one's 'face'”. (itim International, 2011)  

Qifeng Yan and Guanyi Gu pointed out in their research that the internal representations of culture such 

as people‟s values, attitudes, cognitive styles, and thinking patterns are often ignored, although they are 

very important and closely related to user experiences studies. (Yan and Gu, 2007) Hofstede‟s particular 

mechanism of defining culture by assigning values to different cultures emphasizes that “culture consists of 

patterned ways of thinking that are shared across people in a society; these patterns are based on values.” 

(Straub et al., 2002, p.68) Meanwhile, behaviors, attitudes and even cognitions of people in a society are 

strongly influenced by their shared values. (Straub et al., 2002, p.68) Therefore, it can be seen that 

Hofstede‟s conception about culture focuses on the importance of people‟s values, cognitions, and 

attitudes in a cultural system. 

In our research, the elderly from Sweden and China were selected for comparisons about their internet 

usage situation, which includes their experiences, perceptions and expectations of the internet. Usually, the 

two countries are generally categorized into Nordic and Chinese Confucian cultures. According to 

Hofstede‟s five cultural dimensions, Sweden and China are assigned different cultural dimensional values. 

For each cultural dimension, each country is assigned different value and grouped into low/high, 

stronger/weaker cultural dimensional country groups: i.e. based on the dimensional values in Table 2-1, 

regarding PDI cultural dimension, Sweden is defined as lower PDI country, and China is stronger PDI 

country. Meanwhile, the corresponding cultural norms are also attributed to each country regarding its 

cultural dimension value scale (low/high or stronger/weaker). The cultural norms summarize people‟s 

different perceptions, attitudes and behaviors for each cultural dimension, by which the cultural differences 

are compared and analyzed in our studies. 

Table 2-1 Hofstede‟s Five Cultural Dimension Values for Sweden and China (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 

2005, pp.43-211) 

Cultural Dimensions Dimension Values for Sweden Dimension Values for China 

Power Distance (PDI) 31 80 

Individualism (IDV) 71 20 

Masculinity (MAS) 5 66 

Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) 29 30 

Long-Term Orientation (LTO) 118 33 

 

Hofstede defined cultural dimensions from geographical perspectives, providing scholars a good 

theoretical framework for national cultural comparisons in a holistic fashion: countries are studied as 

individual units and vary from dimension values, thus making cultural differences comparable, measurable, 

and apparent across nations. Moreover, its shared value-based cultural concept regarding people‟s attitudes, 

behaviors and cognitions are in accordance with our research.  

There are researchers also focus on validating and analyzing different cultural dimensions or patterns 

developed by scholars in different academic fields. A subset of them applied the theoretical frameworks or 

models directly to designing IT or localized products; some combine cultural dimensions or patterns with 

the UI design principles and then generalize culturally different UI design guidelines to ensure usability, 
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usefulness as well as appeal in ICT product development. (Marcus, 2006) For example, Marcus and 

Baumgartner‟s one piece of recent research employed “Hofstede‟s five dimensions and combined with five 

UI design components”, to evaluate how different company‟s websites differentiated and localized to their 

specific cultural patterns. (Marcus and Baumgartner, 2004 cited in Marcus and Krishnamurthi, 2009) Later 

on, Baumgartner extracted 29 culture dimensions from 9 cultural models proposed by 9 scholars and then 

rated the dimensions‟ relevance to 5 UI design components and then a survey that evaluated the 

importance of the selected culture dimensions regarding UI and product design was conducted, and 29 

culture dimensions were presented to experts in HCI field for importance ranking. (Baumgartner, 2003, pp. 

39-46) Finally, the most important 5 cultural dimensions or patterns ranked by the HCI experts were 

generated, which are context, technological development, uncertainty avoidance, time perception, and 

authority conception (Baumgartner, 2003, p.46) Except the ones that overlapped with Hofstede‟s cultural 

dimensions, Uncertainty Avoidance and Authority Conception (Power Distance), the rest three dimensions 

were proposed by other researchers. (Baumgartner, 2003, p.46) In our research, only one of these three 

dimensions or patterns was referred for cultural difference analysis, that is, Technological Development. 

Baumgartner redefined this dimension by combining the concepts of „Technological Development‟ and 

„Experience of Technology‟ proposed by Wright and Victor respectively. According to Quincy Wright, 

„Technological Development‟ is a country‟s rate of technological development that can be scaled from 

advanced to backwards levels. (Baumgartner, 2003, p.35) The „Experience of Technology‟ dimension, 

mentioned by Victor, describes how people perceive technology (positive or negative) in their specific 

cultural backgrounds. (Baumgartner, 2003, p.26) Baumgartner collected interview feedbacks from HCI 

experts for explaining the reasons that the experts ranked those dimensions as the most important ones for 

localized IT product or UI design. George Simons, as one of the interviewed HCI experts, explained why 

he believed „Technological Development‟ is important: technological development level directly decides 

the availability of IT facilities such as internet access, bandwidth or even appropriate products and services 

for users, if these are available and understandable to users, users can finally accept and use these IT 

facilities. (Baumgartner, 2003, p.36) Meanwhile, he also commented on the importance of „Experience of 

Technology‟ dimension for IT products design: people‟s perception of technology is decisive for the 

adoption of UI and products or any other information technology related service. (Baumgartner, 2003, 

p.26) George Simons‟ comments about the importance of „Technological Development‟ and „Experience 

of Technology‟ cultural dimensions provide us an insight about what aspects are important and have to be 

taken into consideration when „Technological Development‟ dimension is used for cultural differences 

analysis. Besides hardware and software availability, R&D (research and development) levels, IT related 

education, and government supportive policies are also highly relevant to a country‟s ICT development 

levels and thus should also be considered. Technological development level, or the information 

technological development level emphasized in our research, to some extent decides prevalence of IT 

services and products as well as people‟s average abilities to accept and use them. Only by having an 

integrated understanding of a country‟s information technological development conditions, can the 

designers and developers provide appropriate products and services for users from different cultural 

contexts, such as Chinese elderly user groups in our research. 

Attempts have been made in the research of cultural differences field, and the existing cultural dimensions 

and frameworks are frequently cited and valuable for cultural studies in ICT field. Therefore, it is 

meaningful to conceptualize cultural dimensions for interpretation of cultural differences in our research. 

By combining Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions and one of Baumgartner‟s expert validated top five cultural 

dimensions-Technological development dimension, the conceptualization of cultural dimensions is 
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generalized for cultural difference analysis of elderly people internet usage situation across countries. It is 

worth mentioning that, not all Hofstede‟s culture dimensions are applied for the analysis, and the adoption 

of cultural dimensions depends on problems that the dimension emphasizes and its applicability of 

mapping the differences/similarities revealed from questionnaire data. That is to say, if the some kind of 

correlations or mappings between these differences or similarities and cultural dimensions can be found, 

then the explanative analysis of differences regarding cultural issues can be given. For example, 

Individualism (IDV) cultural dimension categorizes countries into individualism and collectivism ones 

according to the scores the countries are assigned to. There are also cultural norms for individualism and 

collectivism societies regarding people‟s ideas, ways of thinking, behaviors, etc. Once the problems 

revealed from the comparison between Sweden and China just fall within the problematic issues and 

cultural norms scope that the dimensions pinpoint, cultural differences analysis is to be made based on 

cultural dimensions criteria accordingly.  

 

Figure 2-1 Cultural Dimension Conceptualization
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3. The Empirical Study 

3.1. Description 

The study was carried out by combining both quantitative and qualitative approaches. The most intrinsic 

differences between these two approaches are that the results in quantitative research are summarized in 

numerical fashion, which are at least not the dominant form of qualitative research. (Have, 2004, p.4) The 

qualitative methods are adopted to enhance research materials, seek hidden meanings and inconspicuous 

features as well as offering complex descriptions while the quantitative research is to summarize 

characterizations and statistical explanations. (Have, 2004, p.5) The mechanism of the survey conduction is 

in this way: questionnaire answering was applied in both countries, for Swedish elderly, only questionnaire 

answering was conducted due to language problems, while among Chinese elderly, besides questionnaire 

answering, telephone interview was also carried out. The elderly in two countries were guided by the same 

questions. After questionnaire answering, data collected from the questionnaire is processed and described 

by statistics for comparisons between two countries, and then, telephone interview was conducted among 

Chinese elderly regarding the differences revealed from the comparisons. By applying telephone interviews, 

answers collected from the Chinese elderly regarding reasons differences exist between Swedish and 

Chinese elderly on internet usage can be explained. Based on their answers, a deeper understanding of the 

Chinese elderly about their internet needs and usage situation from cultural differences perspective can be 

interpreted from cultural difference analysis. 

3.2. Questionnaire  

3.2.1. The Questionnaire Planning 

For constructing the questionnaire, generally some steps can be followed: “1. Define the principle 

information that is required. 2. Determine what else is required for analysis purpose. 3. Map the flow of the 

subject areas or sub-sections within the questionnaire”. (Brace, 2004, p.43) As in this study, the 

questionnaire consists of two parts: demographical information, which covers the gender, age, education, 

economic condition, occupation and residential conditions. The demographical information is not a 

necessity for the survey, but it may provide potential hints, which could be supportive or explanative 

information for later analytical work. The main body of the questionnaire is questions categorized into 

groups A and B. Respondents are guided by a filter question: Have you ever used internet before? 

Respondents who provide answer YES are redirected to questions for Group A, and those who said NO 

to skip the first several pages of questions for Group A and directly go through questions for Group B. 

3.2.2. Questions  

“It is crucial for the questionnaire writer to choose the appropriate question type, which will determine the 

information that is elicited. Meanwhile, it is also important to understand the different types of data that 
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will be generated, which can determine the type of the analysis based on the data acquired”. (Brace, 2004, 

p.54) Given the circumstances that the investigation is conducted among the elderly aged over 60 years old 

or even much older and taking their physical conditions into consideration, it is necessary to keep the 

questions explicit and easily understandable so as to ensure that they can answer the questions in a simple 

way. The respondents only need to choose the answers from a set of alternatives, such as „yes‟ or „no‟. 

Meanwhile, since the writer cannot predict all the possible potential answers, alternatives are given such as 

„Else‟, „Why‟, and „Please give some examples‟, which adopt the open-ended fashion. Questions are 

presented in closed format make it simple for the elderly to answer. And the open ended format also gives 

respondents chances to provide whatever comes to their mind or what else they want to say regarding the 

subject. (Brace, 2004, p.62) At that point, the questionnaire is designed to combine closed questions with 

open-ended questions. 

Based on the goal and purpose of the research, questions were compiled by the author of the paper. Some 

ways to represent the questions were inspired and motivated by some questions in Seck-Pin Chong and 

Yin-Leng Theng„s paper „A Study of Web-Based Information Needs of Senior Citizens in Singapore‟. 

(Chong and Theng, 2004) These questions include how do the elderly think about the function of internet 

for keeping in touch with families and friends, providing information, keeping elderly mentally and socially 

active, eliminating generation gap as well as questions for Group B about non-internet users‟ 

understanding and perceptions about internet: if elderly non internet users know what internet is and if 

they believe that internet is for younger generation only. (Chong and Theng, 2004) 

3.3. Survey Conduction 

3.3.1. Procedures  

The survey was carried out firstly in Stockholm, Sweden. 20 respondents answered the questionnaire and 

20 valid feedbacks were obtained. The Swedish elderly were approached and reached under the help of Dr. 

Fåhræus. One week before the questionnaire was conducted, the possible potential respondents were 

informed of visiting time, purpose and methods of survey via email as well as the willingness of the 

elderly-if they‟d like to participate in. On the visiting day, after a brief introduction of the questionnaire, 

issues about the purpose and research ethics were emphasized. Then questionnaires were distributed 

among those who‟d like to finish. The elderly were told that they can finish the questionnaire within three 

to four days or even more days if they like.  

Since the author could not go to China personally, the only possible way to conduct questionnaire 

answering is assigning questionnaires randomly to the author‟s former schoolfellows (who played the role 

of facilitators during the questionnaire answering process) in China and asking them to distribute the 

questionnaires to their elderly family members or friends. The questionnaire answering and interviews were 

conducted in cities located in northern, eastern and southwestern China, including Beijing and cities in 

Zhejiang and Yunnan provinces. It is necessary to explain that why the survey was conducted in different 

regions in China. People living in these cities vary widely in living habits, income levels, and consuming 

habits, which bring about different attitudes and sense of value. Therefore, more diverse the areas are, 

more comprehensive the survey results can be. About 30 seniors participated in questionnaire answering, 

returning 30 valid feedbacks. By means of chatting tools such as the computer and mobile phone, the 

author communicated with the facilitators to guide and control the whole questionnaire answering process 
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in case any misunderstanding or problem would occur. The process is monitored to guarantee the quality 

of questionnaire answers. After questionnaire data process and their comparisons with Swedish group, 

telephone interviews were conducted among the Chinese elderly regarding differences revealed in 

comparisons.  

3.3.2. Research Ethics 

Since our research objects are the elderly, whose physical and mental characteristics must be taken into 

consideration, it is important for them to be clearly aware of the research ethics that we follow. In the 

survey, there are some criteria for research ethics to be emphasized. The first is to get consent from the 

elderly and give them a clear introduction of the survey. Just as mentioned above, in Sweden, an email 

notification about the survey was sent to provide the elderly with general information such as the purpose, 

questionnaire contents and the approximate visiting time. When their consent was acquired, the details 

about the survey were introduced during the meeting. They were firstly informed of the directions of 

questionnaire answering, such as the question type and the way to make selections and to answer open 

ended questions. There was not a deadline for completing the questionnaire; they could terminate the 

survey whenever they wanted. For their Chinese counterparts, when the questionnaires were distributed, a 

brief introduction of the survey was given verbally. After they gave their nod to filling out the 

questionnaire and the following interview, an appointment including the precise time for answering the 

questionnaire was made for each senior. They were also told that they could finish the questionnaire within 

their acceptable and reasonable period of time. The second issue about research ethics is that both Swedish 

and Chinese elderly were assured that all the information they provided in questionnaires and interviews 

are only used for academic research, and their personal information such as names, contact information 

and income levels would not be identified in the author‟s paper. Meanwhile, the participation in the survey 

is totally voluntary. If the elderly would like to quit, they can withdraw all the information they provide at 

any time before the submission.  

3.4. Data Processing  

3.4.1. Questionnaire Data Processing 

After questionnaire answering, the survey results are processed. The questionnaire data processing involves 

two aspects: 1) Respondent categorization: According to elderly people‟s internet use experience (user or 

non user) and nationality, questionnaire respondents are divided into four groups. The group number 

index indicates group attributes, which are internet users (index 1) and non-internet users (index 2). Group 

names are the abbreviations of country names: S represents Swedish elderly group and C for Chinese 

elderly group. Therefore, the final four groups are S1 (Swedish elderly internet users), C1 (Chinese elderly 

internet users), S2 (Swedish elderly non-internet users) and C2 (Chinese elderly non-internet users). For 

data processing and comparisons of the elderly from Sweden and China, groups S1 and C1 are comparable 

counterparts-internet user groups, and groups S2 and C2 are also comparable group-non internet user 

groups. 2) Data presenting scheme: For each question, the answers collected are grouped according to the 

selections, and then calculated and presented by percentages. All the questions and answers as well as 
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numerical data processing results are listed in the tables in Appendix B and cited in the following chapters 

for comparisons. 

The following table is an example from data processing result of internet user group regarding „What 

motivated elderly internet users to use internet for the first time?‟ The question and options are from 

questionnaire; the answers from respondents are processed respectively for group S1 and C1 and presented 

in numerical forms by percentages. 

Table 3-1 Example of  Questionnaire Data Processing Results  

Questions Options S1 C1 

What motivated you to 

use the internet for the 

first time? 

Interests 35.3% 43.8% 

Work needs 47.1% 25% 

Wish to learn 

something new 

23.5% 43.8% 

 

3.4.2. Questionnaire Data Comparisons 

Based on questionnaire data processing results, comparisons are made between Swedish and Chinese 

elderly in internet and non internet user groups. Through the comparisons between S1 vs. C1 and S2 vs. 

C2, the revealed differences or similarities related to research questions are included in this chapter, 

regarding elderly people‟s experiences and perceptions of internet. The differences or similarities are 

represented by comparing processed questionnaire data (data represented in percentages generated in 

chapter 3.4.1) in descriptive way. 

Among 20 Swedish elderly people, 17 of them are internet users, the percentage is 80% while among 30 

Chinese elderly, 16 of them are internet users while 14 of them are not, the internet users only take up 53% 

among Chinese elderly compared with Swedish groups. 

3.4.2.1. Comparison of  Internet User Group 

Elderly Internet Users from Sweden and China are grouped into Internet User Group for comparisons 

regarding their experiences, perceptions about internet.  

 Elderly Internet Users’ Experience of  Internet 

 Question regarding ‘How long the elderly have been using the internet?’ 

Data comparison: Elderly people‟s time duration of being internet users: There are obvious 

differences between S1 and C1 regarding how long they have been using the internet. If 6 (years) is 

ranked as a threshold value, over 70% of the Swedish elderly have been using the internet for over 6 

years or more as against only 25% in C1.  

Comparison result: Chinese elderly started using internet much later than the Swedish elderly. 

 Question regarding ‘The appliance the elderly use for internet surfing.’ 

Data comparison: There are no obvious differences between the two groups regarding where and 

how do they use the internet. However, it seems that the computer is the only tool for the elderly to 
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surf the internet, and none has the experience of being mediated through other appliances, such as 

the mobile phone, to the internet.  

Comparison result: Computer is the only tool for the elderly people‟s internet surfing in both of the 

countries. 

 Questions regarding ‘What do elderly usually do when they use internet?’ and ‘What online 

accounts the elderly register for?’ 

Data comparison: 1) There are more Swedish than Chinese users who search information (94.1% 

versus 25%) and use the email (94.1% versus 43.8%); 2) Chatting as one option takes the same 

percentage as information search in C1 takes the highest percentage among the options, but the use 

of chatting services is lower in S1, with only one Swedish respondent chatting over the internet; 3) 

nearly 50% in S1 do shopping over internet, a percentage much higher than in C1. 4) From open 

ended answers, two Swedish seniors pay bills online, one makes phone calls and the other attend 

online seminars whereas Chinese elderly prefer online entertainment services (such as movies and 

games) more than their Swedish counterparts. 5) Chinese elderly people‟s registration of online 

chatting accounts takes up the highest percentage whereas their Swedish counterparts‟ registrations of 

email accounts rank first. 

Comparison result: The Swedish and Chinese elderly prefer different online activities and the 

corresponding registrations of accounts for these services are different. Swedish elderly concerned 

about the practicability of service functions, they tend to finish some specific issues over the internet 

such as information search, payment, and sending emails. Chinese elderly‟ uses of internet services are 

still in a low level, the percentage of the use of one specific service (such as email system) never 

exceed 50%. They focus more on internet services for entertainment, killing time, and keeping in 

touch with friends and families. (Most of them spend much more time on online chatting and 

surfing). The Swedish elderly register email and online shopping accounts more than the Chinese 

whereas the Chinese elderly register more online chatting accounts than the Swedish. 

 Question regarding ‘What websites the elderly usually visit?’ 

Data comparison: 1) 94.1% in S1 visit Google.com, the highest percentage among all options. 62.5% 

of the Chinese elderly use Baidu.com, which is a localized search engine portal. Besides; 47.1% in S1 

use Wikipedia whereas 68.9% in C1 visit QQ.com (QQ is an online IT product brand in China that 

provides online chatting software, games, and shopping services). 2) In S1, about 23.5% visit 

seniornet regularly, but only one in C1 visits China elderly, although the website is the earliest website 

for the Chinese elderly. 

Comparison result: Swedish and Chinese elderly prefer different websites. The Chinese elderly are 

prone to use localized designed websites whereas the Swedish tend to use website services that are 

widely used all over the world, such as Google and Wikipeida. Websites designed for the elderly are 

rarely used among the Chinese elderly, they rarely visit such websites but the Swedish counterparts 

visit those websites much often. 

 Question regarding ‘How did elderly learn computer knowledge or how to use internet?’ 

Data comparison: 75% of the Chinese elderly turn to family members or friends for computer literacy, 

much higher than that of Swedish group; In S1, Swedish elderly have much more various ways: self 

learning and learning from family members or friends take the same percentage, which are more than 
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40%. Meanwhile, over 40% of Swedish elderly learned the knowledge from training courses or the 

elderly people‟s university. But in C1, only one person once took training courses.  

Comparison result: Swedish and Chinese elderly have different methods of acquiring computer 

knowledge and literacy. The Swedish elderly obtain their computer and internet literacy through 

different ways: some teach themselves, some turn to families and friends for help, and they have the 

experience of training courses. For the Chinese elderly, they either choose to gain the literacy on their 

own or from friends and families. It is obvious that the Chinese elderly has been in the lack of 

experience in taking computer knowledge courses compared with their Swedish counterparts. 

 Questions regarding ‘What are the difficulties the elderly meet when they use internet?’ 

Data comparison: elderly in both groups find it difficult to fix problems about the computer system, 

with the percentage in C1 higher than in S1. None of the Swedish elderly has the typing problem, but 

43.8% of the Chinese elderly have typing problem. Also, the elderly in both groups have problems in 

using the internet related equipment. 

Comparison result: Compared with the Swedish, more people in C1 have difficulties in using internet, 

dealing with computer system problems, and typing. Chinese elderly have their unique problems with 

computer and internet use: typing. 

Summary of comparison results: Based on the questionnaire data process results, the comparisons 

between Swedish and Chinese elderly internet users reveal the differences in durations of being 

internet users, choices, preferences for internet applications and services, channels to acquire 

computer or internet knowledge as well as the problem of typing unique to the Chinese elderly. The 

only similarity is that the computer is the only appliance they choose for internet surfing. The elderly 

people‟s experiences to some extent may vary with their different cultural styles, which may directly 

decide their skills, habits and preference for internet and computer operations. Thus it may be 

feasible to conduct cultural differences analysis about the collection of revealed differences. The 

similarity that they don‟t use any other appliance, such as the mobile phone, to surf the internet may 

give us an insight into the elderly people‟s inability to use IT products. 

 Elderly Internet Users’ Perception of  Internet 

In the part of perceptions and expectations, questions are proposed about their perceptions of influences 

that the internet has on their lives, their willingness to encourage and support other peers to use the 

internet as well as their expectations of social and government support regarding the elderly people‟s 

internet access and usage situation.  

 Question regarding ‘What motivated the elderly to use internet for the first time?’ 

Data comparison: 47.1% of the Swedish elderly were motivated to use the internet out of work needs 

as against 25% in C1. About 43.8% in C1 gave the reason that they wish to learn something new and 

out of interests by using internet whereas the percentage in S1 is lower. 

Comparison result: Swedish and Chinese elderly started using internet out of different motives. 

Nearly half of the Swedish elderly got their first internet experience from work, they use the 

computer and internet to assist their work. But few Chinese elderly got their first experience of 

internet or computer use from work and a large portion of them hold that the internet is new to them, 

they use the internet out of interest, and wish to learn something new. 

 Questions regarding ‘If the elderly agree that internet enable them to keep in touch with 

families and friends?’ 
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Data comparison: There are 82.4% of the Swedish elderly and 81.3% of the Chinese elderly agreed 

that internet plays an important role of helping them keep in touch with families and friends. 

Comparison result: Both of Swedish and Chinese elderly agreed that internet enables them to keep in 

touch with families and friends. In open ended questions, Swedish elderly indicated that they use 

email only to keep contact with families and friends.  

 Questions regarding ‘If the elderly believe that internet is effective in providing information?’ 

and ‘If they believe that to use internet help them to keep both mentally and socially active?’ 

Data comparison: There are no obvious differences between the two groups on the effectiveness of 

internet. Over 70% of the elderly people in both groups believed that the internet is effective in 

providing the information compared with other media. In S1, over 60% (64.7% and 82.4%) believed 

that to use the internet can help them keep mentally active and make them feel that they are still 

active in the society. Compared with S1, the percentages in C1 are 56.3% and 50% respectively. 

Comparison result: Both Swedish and Chinese elderly believe that internet is effective in providing 

information, keeping elderly mentally and socially active. 

 Question regarding ‘If the elderly agree that to use internet has brought them conveniences 

in life?’ 

Data comparison: Swedish and Chinese elderly believe that the use of internet has brought them 

conveniences in their lives; the percentages of the agreement in both of the groups are 88.2% of S1 

and 87.5% of C1. 

Comparison result: From open ended questions it is obvious that the Swedish elderly focus more on 

the practicability of services over the internet: if the services can be time and energy saving. They 

believe that the internet can save them the trouble of going to the bank or ticket service center 

personally. Also, the internet simplifies some paper handling work, such as email and electronic 

document editing. The Chinese elderly focus more on direct and in-time information and news 

provision over the internet; meanwhile, the internet plays an important role to help keep in touch 

with others (old friends, relatives and families). Also, they focus on that if the internet can help them 

keep good status of mind and add pleasures into their lives. 

 Questions regarding ‘If the elderly agree that the elderly should be encouraged to improve 

their computer and internet use knowledge?’ and ‘If they would like to encourage their peers 

to use internet?’ 

Data comparison: the percentages of the agreement on that elderly should be encouraged to improve 

computer and internet literacy are over 90% in both of groups; over 70% of the elderly in both 

groups agreed that they would like to encourage their peers to learn to use computer and internet.  

Comparison result: The elderly in two countries have the positive attitudes towards that elderly 

should learn and use internet and they would like to encourage the elderly to learn using computer 

and internet and were willing to encourage the peers to use the internet. In open ended questions, the 

elderly in two countries focus on different advantages they get from using the internet. It is because 

of those advantages that they agree to encourage the elderly people to use the internet. In their 

answers to open ended questions, Swedish elderly explained that since their physical status (such as 

sight, hearing and movement) become worse, the internet service can simplify some activities and 

serve the elderly, and some services can supplement their deficiencies. Meanwhile, nowadays, lots of 
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daily activities are connected with internet use; it is a trend that elderly have to use internet and that 

the internet should serve them. 

 Questions regarding ‘If the elderly agree that currently, there are sufficient services or 

information especially for the elderly over the internet?’ and ‘If they agree that most of the 

internet applications (such as games, programs) services are targeted at the youngsters?’ 

Data comparison: When asked if sufficient information and services are provided especially for the 

elderly internet users, only about 25% in each group said yes. Meanwhile, over 60% in S1 and C1 

thought that most applications and services are targeted at youngsters. 

Comparison result: Both Swedish and Chinese elderly agree that lots of services are youngster 

targeted whereas there are insufficient information and services provided for elderly.  

 Question regarding ‘If the elderly are satisfied with the applications and services they are 

using now?’ 

Data comparison: When asked whether they are satisfied with the services they are using, over 50% in 

each group agreed, with the percentage in C1 being higher than in S1, which are 75% versus 52.9%. 

Comparison result: The Chinese elderly are more satisfied than their Swedish counterparts with the 

applications and services they are using now.  

 Questions regarding ‘If the government and society should be more concerned with elderly 

people’s access to and use of internet?’ and ‘If the elderly would like to continue updating 

their computer of internet use knowledge?’ 

Data comparison: There are 70.6% of Swedish elderly and 68.8% of Chinese elderly agree with that 

the society and government should be more concerned with elderly people‟s access to the computer 

and internet use. When asked if they would like to update their knowledge of the use of internet 

services or applications, less Swedish elderly (41.2%) than their Chinese counterparts (81.3%) said 

yes.  

Comparison result: The elderly in both groups have high expectations of social and government 

support that would give them access to the internet. The Chinese elderly are more willing to update 

computer or internet use knowledge. In open ended answers, Swedish elderly who disagree with the 

issue indicate that age is a problem and the services are enough for them. Those who agree explained 

that if the applications can help them simplify their lives and provide more advantages, they are 

willing to use the services. 

Summary of comparison results: Elderly internet users in both Sweden and China show highly 

approbatory perceptions of the internet regarding its effectiveness in keeping the elderly in touch with 

friends and families, providing information, keeping elderly mentally and socially active, etc. 

Meanwhile, two groups also have similar perceptions that most internet applications and services are 

youngster targeted. From the data processing results it can be safely perceived that Swedish and 

Chinese elderly seem to share some similar perceptions about the internet. By looking back to their 

differences in internet use experiences, it may be helpful if we look deeper into elderly people shared 

perceptions about internet by interviewing the Chinese elderly to see if there are any hidden 

differences between them about their perceptions of internet. For example, how do they keep in 

touch with families and friends and how do they define the convenience brought about by the 

internet. Moreover, there are still some differences between Groups S1 and C1 in their motives to use 
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the internet and the willingness to update computer or internet literacy, both of which are 

problematic issues that need supplementary analysis. 

3.4.2.2. Comparison of  Non-Internet User Group 

Elderly non-internet users from Sweden and China are grouped into non-internet users group for 

comparison in reasons they don‟t use internet as well as their perceptions and conceptions of the internet. 

 Elderly Non Internet Users’ Reasons for Not Using Internet 

Questions are proposed to both Swedish and Chinese elderly, asking if internet connections are available at 

their homes, their general understanding of the internet, and what hinders them from using internet. 

 Questions regarding ‘If the elderly non internet users have internet connection at home?’ and 

‘If they know what internet is?’ 

Data comparison: In non-internet user groups, among three Swedish non internet users, two of them 

have internet services at home while only 21.4% in C2 have internet connection at home. All the 

elderly who have internet services at home know what the internet is. But for Chinese elderly who 

don‟t have internet connection at home, over 50% of them have no idea about the internet.  

Comparison result: Chinese elderly non internet users have a lower home internet connection rate 

compared with Swedish non internet users. Among Chinese elderly non internet users, for those who 

don‟t have internet connection at home, they show a lack of comprehension and understanding about 

internet compared with Swedish elderly. 

 Question regarding ‘The reasons that elderly non internet users don’t use internet.’ 

Data comparison: Computer illiteracy is the main cause that Chinese elderly don‟t use internet, 

accounting for 71.4%. Limitations on time, physical conditions and preferences for other media 

channels are also the reasons Chinese elderly give up using internet. The preference for traditional 

media and information channels and the lack of interest in the internet are the main causes that 

hinder Swedish elderly from using the internet, accounting for 100% and 66.7% respectively. 

Comparison result: Swedish and Chinese elderly have different reasons for not using internet- A 

larger proportion of Swedish non-internet users tend to use other media other than the internet, 

believing that the normal media is enough for them. The lack of interests is also a reason that 

Swedish non internet users don‟t use the internet. In C2, a lack of computer literacy is the main 

reason. 

Summary of comparison results: Few in C2 have internet connection at home. And more than half of 

the Chinese elderly who don‟t have internet access at home have no idea about what internet is. 

These two problematic issues could possibly be attributed to the internet prevalence rate in China. 

Given the lack or absence of computer knowledge among the Chinese elderly non internet users, 

which prevents them from using the internet, it is necessary to carefully examine why they didn‟t 

learn the knowledge. 

 Elderly Non Internet Users’ Perception of  Internet 

Questions are proposed to elderly non internet users, asking their attitudes, impressions and perceptions of 

internet: whether the elderly have willingness and expectations to use internet and how do they think about 

that elderly use internet. 
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 Question regarding ‘Elderly people’s perceptions about the function of internet.’ 

Data comparison: When asked if the internet is strange to them and how do they see the internet, 

about 85.7% of the Chinese elderly said yes and admitted that the internet is not a part of their lives. 

Meanwhile, 71.4% in C2 agreed that they don‟t know what the internet can provide. By contrast, for 

the two questions, none of the Swedish elderly selected „agree‟. 

Comparison result: Chinese elderly non internet users have less need for and lower expectations of 

using the internet. Nearly all those in C2 know little about the internet and feel that the internet is not 

a necessity in their lives.  

 Question regarding ‘If the elderly non internet users believe that internet is negative?’ 

Data comparison: Over 50% of the Chinese elderly believed that the internet is not for the elderly 

but for the youngsters and that the content and information over the internet is negative. Compared 

with their counterparts, none of Swedish elderly agreed with the opinion. 

Comparison result: Chinese elderly non internet users‟ perception of the internet is more negative 

than their Swedish counterparts. 

 Question regarding ‘If the elderly would like to adopt suggestions from friends, families or to 

learn how to use internet?’ 

Data comparison: There are no obvious differences between two groups as to if they are willing to 

accept the suggestion or help (such as training courses) on internet use from their friends (33.3% of 

S2 versus 42.9% of C2), family members (66.7% of S2 versus 50% of C2)or some organizations (33.3% 

of S2 versus 42.9% of C2).  

Comparison result: Similar as their Swedish counterparts, despite less understanding of and negative 

attitudes towards the internet, there are around half of the Chinese elderly non internet users are 

willing to accept suggestions from friends and families on trying to use the internet.  

Summary of comparison results: Compared with their Swedish counterparts, the Chinese elderly 

show less needs for and a poorer general comprehension of the internet: their attitudes towards 

internets are somehow more negative than Swedish counterparts. Even at that point, when asked if 

they would like to accept the suggestions on using internet from families or friends, nearly half of 

Chinese elderly indicated that they would like to try. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate why the 

Chinese elderly show a lack of understandings about internet and their negative attitudes towards the 

internet, and why still some of them would like to try the internet. 

3.5. Interview 

The research purpose is to have a better understanding of Chinese elderly people‟s internet usage, more 

data and information are needed about the Chinese elderly to explain and strengthen the differences and 

similarities revealed by comparisons. Interview questions are generated based on differences or similarities 

between two countries. The interviewees are selected randomly among the Chinese elderly who 

participated in questionnaire answering. The Swedish elderly also provided answers to open ended 

questions in questionnaire answering; these answers make the contrast with interview results from their 

Chinese counterparts more comparable.  
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The interview questions and corresponding answers collected from Chinese elderly people are processed 

and organized in this way: based on questionnaire data comparison results generated in chapter 3.4, the 

corresponding interview questions and Chinese elderly people‟s answers are generated and grouped 

together. In the following chapter of analysis, the interview results are cited as explanative evidence to 

support and furnish the analysis. (In Appendix C) Here is the example of processed interview result. 

Table 3-2 Interviews Regarding Comparison Results of  „The appliance the elderly use for internet surfing.‟ 

Interview Question: Why don‟t you use mobile phone to browse the internet? 

“I know it is possible to be online via cell phones, but I don‟t think my cell phone support this 

function, since it is not the fashioned one.” 

“Usually I just use the internet when I‟m at home. I already have the computer, and why would I try 

cell phone? It is meaningless.” 

“I think it is totally unnecessary to be online via the cell phone.” 

“It‟s the way much more complicated to use the internet through the cell phone: the screen and the 

fonts of characters are too small, and it is even harder when you want input something. It is not 

necessary.” 

“As a matter of fact, I know it is possible to surf the internet on the cell phone, but actually I never 

thought I‟ll tried it in this way.” 

Summary of answers: They are aware that it is possible to be online through the mobile phone, but 

they believe that it‟ll be harder to operate. To use the computer for internet surfing is already a big 

success for them.  
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4. Analysis  

4.1. Cultural Difference Analysis 

4.1.1. Analysis based on Technological Development Dimension 

By comparing different elderly user groups in Sweden and China, problems are uncovered regarding : 

Chinese elderly people‟s lower internet connection rate either at home or working places; their short time 

duration of being internet users, less proficient computer skills and rather low computer literacy levels; a 

lack of and low usage of elderly targeted applications and ICT products, which revealed the differences 

between two countries and could be attributed to cultural differences regarding the technological 

development, specifically different ICT development conditions in two countries. Based on comparisons 

results revealed by the questionnaire answering and following interviews of the Chinese elderly, the 

technological development dimension is applied to analysis of different national technological development 

levels. In this paper, we focus on ICT development conditions in Sweden and China by specifically probing 

into their different internet development levels. 

The technological development cultural dimension (Baumgartner, 2003, p.46) re-proposed in 

Valentina-Johanna Baumgartner‟s research of „A Practical Set of Cultural Dimensions for Global 

User-Interface Analysis and Design‟ is borrowed to explain the problems concerning the internet 

development levels in China and Sweden. The author of the thesis will not simply label the level of 

technological development as advanced or backward, since the technological development is a gradual 

dynamic process and may need decades to evolve. For example, ten years ago, most of the elderly in C1 

were not be able to use the internet, but now a sub set of them are comparatively proficient in using the 

computer and internet. However, the survey shows clearly that half of the Chinese elderly don‟t use the 

internet and know nothing about IT things; on the contrary, Sweden has earlier and more effective internet 

prevalence among elderly people than China. The technological development dimension propels us to dig 

into internet development conditions in two countries so as to find out why there are discrepancies in 

these aspects. Evidences are needed to explain why these differences occur in two countries. 

As it is shown in Figure 4-1, from 1990 to 2000, the internet connection penetration rate in Sweden was 

soaring up and after 1996 was even higher than in the United States whilst among countries listed in the 

figure graph, it is obvious that Sweden had the highest internet penetration rate in the late 1990s and 

Swedish internet users took up 45% of their total population. (World Telecommunication Indicator 

Database 5th ed., 2001 b cited in Kongut, 2003, pp.61-62)  
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Figure 4-1 Penetration of  Internet Connections 1990-2000 Source: International 

Telecommunication Union 2001 b. (World Telecommunication Indicator Database 5th ed., 2001 b cited 

in Kongut, 2003, p.62) 

China began to establish networks in the late 1980s (early 1990s) and effort was made in the following 

decade to construct national network infrastructure. (Liu, 2001, p.138) Figure 4-2 shows that internet users 

in China begun to expand since the year 1995, with the annual growth rate of internet users reaching over 

300%, and in late June, 1999, internet users increased to a total of four million in China. (Liu, 2001, 

pp.139-140) By the end of 1999, the population in China‟s mainland was 1.26 billion (IOSCC, 1999) then 

the percentage of internet users in China in 1999 roughly stood at only 0.31% as against 40% (Figure 4-1) 

in Sweden in the same year. Apparently, discrepancies existed between two countries about internet 

prevalence rate ever since the 1990s. Based on the information in Figure 4-3, it can be seen that by the end 

of 2000, the internet penetration rate in China had increased somewhat: among per hundred people, five 

were internet users. (World Development Indicators, 2006 cited in Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.44) But even 

four years later (2004), China still had a much lower internet penetration rate than Sweden in 2000, which 

was 10% (Figure 4-3) (2004 China) versus 45% (Figure 4-1) (2000 Sweden). 

 
Figure 4-2 Statistics of  Development of  China Internet Source: http://www.cnnic.net.cn 

(CNNIC cited in Liu, 2001, p.139) 

 

Figure 4-3 Internet Penetration in China 1994-2004 Source: ITU 2006 World Bank 2006c. 

(World Development Indicators 2006. cited in Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.44) 

Internet development and penetration nationwide mirror to some extent the ICT level or more general 

technological development in a country. The data listed indicate that disparities exist in national internet 
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prevalence levels between two countries, and the data is also well in accordance with the results of the 

survey conducted among the elderly in China and Sweden regarding their internet use. Nevertheless, it is 

necessary to give an in-depth investigation into the reasons that lead to the gaps: what makes China lag 

behind Sweden in terms of internet prevalence and penetration rate, which in a sense indicates different 

ICT development levels in two countries.  

Sweden has always been described as “a long-time world leader in the number of telephone lines per capita 

made the internet immediately accessible to interested Swedes” for its high IT investment in building 

widely used infrastructure with excellent qualities, which leads Sweden to become “one of world most 

wired nations”. (Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, pp.124-125) Nowadays, Sweden invests nearly eight percent 

of its GDP into education, software research and development, more than any other countries. (OECD 

1999a. cited in Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, p. 125) The government promulgated preferential policies to 

support and subsidize PC ownership, cutting the cost of PC by nearly 50%. (Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, 

p. 126) By 1998, nearly 20% of PCs were subsidized either for firms or normal employees. (Statens Institut 

for Kommunikations-analys, 2001 cited in Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, p. 126) In addition to national 

government support, internet service providers also subsidized the hardware by offering the package of the 

PC and internet service subscription, due to all the efforts, nearly 70% of Swedish own PCs with internet 

connections at home. (Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, pp.125-126) 

The survey results indicate that Swedish elderly internet users started using internet earlier than Chinese 

elderly (70% of Swedish elderly have been using internet for more than six years), the internet connections 

are not only available at home but also even when they were not retired, they begun to use computer to 

assist working, which reveals that the internet had been prevalent even at Swedish elderly people‟s working 

places before their retirements. Except the high availability of and Swedish elderly people‟s access to 

computer and internet connection, the survey result also show that the IT education was also effectively 

conducted among Swedish elderly: 40% of Swedish elderly have experiences of receiving computer 

knowledge training either from training course or elderly university courses. The national supportive 

subsidies on PC and internet connection cost and investment into IT education result in that Swedish 

elderly people‟s effective use of internet applications and more proficient computer skills compared with 

Chinese counterparts: according to Swedish elderly people‟s perceptions of internet, they believe that by 

the use of computer and internet, their work and daily routines or activities are simplified, what has been 

degenerated in their physical conditions are supplemented and assisted by those useful applications i.e. the 

online payments, booking as well as bank services. 

Preferential public policies and strong support from the ISP made Swedish IT infrastructure quality rank 

first or second along with the United States and Swedish citizens get extraordinary benefits from a 

particular useful infrastructure. (Sveriges Tekniska Attacheer, 1999 cited in Glimstedt and Zander, 2003, 

p.127) As in our research, the elderly people in Sweden are one of the groups of citizens who are benefited 

in Sweden‟s effective IT education, R&D of and citizen‟s access to hardware and software.   

Compared with Sweden, regarding the investment into IT infrastructure construction, China also had 

invested large amounts of money with the annual investment exceeding 25 billion US dollars for five years 

since 1999. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.52) According to Zhen and Wei‟s point of view, despite lots of efforts 

that have been made for IT development in China, there are still barriers for further national IT 

development. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.52) The investment in IT infrastructure was mainly for extending 

basic network infrastructure and equipment, focusing on hardware optimizations (i.e. the basic network 

infrastructure) while obviously inadequate attention has been paid to IT education, improvements on 
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nationwide uneven prevalence rate of ICT facilities such as computer or internet, effective ICT policy 

making and ICT projects managements. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.52) These barriers that will hinder ICT 

development in China have resulted in the problems revealed in our research with comparison made to 

Sweden in terms of elderly people‟s internet use. 

First problem is about lower computer and internet connection availabilities among Chinese elderly. In the 

survey conducted in our research, regarding internet prevalence conditions among Chinese elderly people, 

from the comparisons, what can be concluded is: 1) among internet users, Chinese elderly people started 

using internet later than Swedish elderly counterparts. According to the questionnaire data from Chinese 

elderly, more than 70% of them started using internet from the year 2006 or even later. As what they‟ve 

explained: “After retirement, I felt a little bit boring and suddenly it seemed that I have nothing to do, so I 

bought computer firstly on the purpose to learn how to use computer. My kids paid the connection fee for 

me, and then I started using internet from 2006”. Compared with Swedish elderly, there are rare of Chinese 

elderly had internet connection or computer at their working places before their retirements, even some of 

them had, the computer or internet didn‟t play the role of working assistant as Swedish elderly used 

computer or internet for. i.e. One Chinese elderly who used to have computer and internet at working 

place said: “Yes, the computer and internet connection were available at my working place, but it was not 

actually compulsory for us the elder staff to choose computer to finish work, then we‟d rather adopt the 

traditional way.” The other elderly explained that: “I started using internet after retirement; I didn‟t have 

the chance to work with computers, because computers or internet were not available at my working 

places”. 2) Among non internet users, over 75% of them don‟t have internet connection at home and they 

never use computer or internet before. As they explained that: “I don‟t have a computer at home, not even 

to say the internet, and all I know about the internet is the computer”. The comparison results show that, 

for both Swedish and Chinese elderly, the only appliance they use for internet surfing is computer, which 

indicates that elderly people‟s inabilities to other ICT appliances decide that the availability of PC directly 

decides that if they have the chances to use internet. Zhen and Wei pointed out that the ownership of PC 

is a decisive factor for internet connection availability. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.49) According to the 

statistics from World Bank, in 2004, about 23% citizens in Beijing owned PCs, but the rest of twenty one 

provinces included in the statistical survey were still below national average level in terms of low PC 

ownership rate. (World Bank, 2006 cited in Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.49) The PC penetration rate in China 

was that there were only 65 million computers in China with the population of over one billion in 2007. 

(Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.55) Unlike what has happened in Sweden, in China, lower PC ownership rate 

without effective subsidies and corresponding lower and lingering household and working place internet 

prevalence rate yield that Chinese elderly internet users just have escaped from IT inability group in recent 

years and based on survey results in our research, still there are nearly half of Chinese elderly have never 

got chances to use computer and internet.   

Zhen and Wei pointed out that, it is still hard to expand internet connection nationwide in China, not only 

due to low PC ownership and different income levels, but also, potential users‟ needs of knowledge about 

internet use have been ignored. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, p.49) Therefore, the second problem revealed is 

there is lack of attention paid to IT education among elderly people in China. The comparison results show 

that, regarding in what ways the elderly people learn computer and internet use knowledge, 40% of 

Swedish elderly users had the experiences of computer knowledge courses, but for Chinese elderly users, 

there are only one of them had courses experiences and the way that Chinese elderly people chose to learn 

computer knowledge is to turn to families or friends for help or through self studies. In the interview, 

Chinese elderly users said they hope there will be some training courses provided to them on computer 
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literacy study. One Chinese elderly said: “I do wish if some course especially for elderly can be offered. I 

think it is important to make it simple to learn how to use computer”. The other Chinese elderly said: “I 

got an introductory book about computer knowledge and tried to teach myself, but it finally proved a 

failure: I cannot memorize those terminologies”. Obviously, the old methods Chinese elderly undertook 

for computer literacy study show the limitations and ineffectiveness. Meanwhile, same as Swedish elderly, 

Chinese elderly also hold supportive opinions on that elderly people should improve their computer 

literacy and willing to encourage their peers to learn how to use computer and internet. As what they said 

in the interview: “We are getting old, but it doesn‟t mean that we have to be left behind”. For non internet 

users, despite of their negative attitudes towards and lack of understanding about using internet, they show 

their willingness to adopt suggestions from others to try to use computer and internet. As one of the non 

internet users explained: “I don‟t hate computer or internet things. If my families can help and show me 

how to use computer and internet applications, I‟d like to learn that”. Furthermore, the survey results also 

show that, the lack of computer and internet knowledge is one of the main reasons that non users give up 

using internet, which could be attributed to the low prevalence of IT education among Chinese elderly. 

Chinese elderly internet users‟ expectations on elderly aimed computer literacy training courses, their 

willingness to update their computer and internet knowledge, to encourage peers to use computer and 

internet as well as non internet users‟ potential willingness to learn the knowledge have proved that IT 

education and trainings as well as IT knowledge prevalence among Chinese elderly are needed and 

expected among Chinese elderly, which also indicate that, the IT education is inadequate among Chinese 

elderly people.  

The third problem revealed from the survey is: compared with the situation in Sweden, besides that 

Chinese elderly people have a lower availability of and access to IT facilities and education, still, regarding 

government or society‟s concerns about elderly people‟s access to internet and computer use, Chinese 

elderly hold expectations and supportive opinions on that. But when asked if they have heard or actually 

been informed about any news and policies about improving elderly people‟s internet usage, they indicated 

that they didn‟t hear any. One of the interviewees said: “Not really. In my city, I‟ve never heard 

government-supported projects that aim at helping the elderly to use the internet. However, I believe that 

there will be more and more the elderly in the future, and if the society or government pays more attention 

to their internet use, it is a kind of way to show their care of the elderly”. Based on the background 

information introduced in chapter 1.1.4, in China, there are government and social supportive projects, 

technologies that aim at helping more elderly to use computer and internet. But the conduction and 

prevalence of these projects and technologies are only confined in a limited number of developed cities in 

China such as Beijing and Shanghai. For those elderly concerning in our survey, who are from other cities 

in China, they are not benefited from these projects and technologies. The problems indicate that, the 

projects and technology support regarding the improvements for elderly people‟s ICT conditions yield 

limited results: there are unevenly distributed concerns on elderly people‟s internet access regarding 

different regions. According to Zhen and Wei‟s point of views, despite many attempts that have been made 

to improve ICT conditions in China, such as large investments into a large number of ICT projects, the 

results are usually very limited. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, pp.21-22) There has been a lack of authority 

coordination, which should prioritize investment and management that involves creating a good 

surrounding for nationwide ICT development, which resulted in the conditions that there are gaps between 

people from developed and less developed regions in their access to ICT facilities; lots of minority groups 

such as the elderly are isolated from becoming members of the information society, which has been 

emphasized in the previous chapter regarding digital divide. (Zhen and Wei, 2007, pp.21-22)  
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By combing the problems regarding ICT development in China into the analysis from technological 

development cultural dimension perspective, there are problems revealed regarding elderly people‟s access 

to ICT facilities in China: among Chinese elderly, the low penetration of PC and internet, lack of IT 

education, ineffective distribution of IT projects conduction involves improving Chinese elderly people‟s 

internet use, these are results of unevenly developed ICT conditions in China. The survey indicates that 

half of the Chinese elderly are internet users, and they do need internet in their daily life. Moreover, 

although a large portion of the Chinese elderly don‟t use internet, they are willing and would like to use the 

internet. And what should not be ignored is that culture varies from generation to generation. That is to 

say, the needs and requirements from the users won‟t keep unchanged. People‟s computer skills and 

attitudes for information knowledge are evolving, and users‟ potential needs prove that an enhanced ICT 

infrastructure is needed in China to ensure access to ICT facilities, and more ICT related education as well 

as user targeted products should be provided, especially for the elderly users. Technological development, 

the ICT development emphasized in our research, as a cultural dimension motivates an insight into 

internet development levels in two countries, and a better understanding is gained of why disparities exist 

between China and Sweden in internet prevalence, connection access rate, and elderly people‟s computer 

skills, which gives designers, developers and the whole society a hint about what do the elderly need about 

the internet and what causes the isolation of the elderly in the information society. These should be taken 

into consideration when designing elderly aimed internet applications as well as providing ICT related 

educations. 

4.1.2. Analysis based on Geert Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions 

“Nordic and Chinese cultures are usually described as two extremes in many cultural dimensions especially 

the ones that proposed by Hofstede”. (Yan and Gu, 2007) He defined five cultural dimensions within 

which Chinese and Nordic cultures, such as Swedish culture, are scored differently by each dimension. One 

of the most distinctive one is collectivism and individualism dimension. Hofstede pointed out that there 

are a “vast majority of people on the world live in societies in which the interest of the group prevails over 

the interest of the individual” (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.74) while there are still “a minority of 

people live in societies in which the interest of the individual prevail over the interests of the group”. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.75) These totally different two forms of society are called 

collectivist and individualist respectively. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, pp.74-75) According to 

Geert Hofstede‟s cultural dimension theories, the scores of index for individualism decide if the nation or 

society is collectivist or the individualist. Hofstede ranked the index score of individualism for 74 countries, 

among which Sweden ranked 13-14 with a score of 71 and China ranked 56-61 with a score of 20. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, pp.78-79) Thus China is grouped into collectivist countries whilst 

Sweden listed among individualist ones. Hofstede pointed that which group a country belongs to 

(collectivism or individualism) affects people‟s concepts and ideas produced in that society. (Hofstede and 

Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.108) In Hofstede‟s research on cultural dimensions, he correlated individualism 

and uncertainty avoidance dimensions with family, people‟s personality, behavior, and ideas so as to reflect 

how differently the countries rank on totally opposite poles for these two dimensions. In our research, we 

borrowed Hofstede‟s individualism and uncertainty avoidance cultural dimensions to analyze the elderly 

from both Sweden and China in their different internet activities and attitudes toward internet. 

The survey conducted among the elderly in Sweden and China shows clearly that for internet user groups, 

the Chinese and Swedish elderly prefer different internet activities as are shown in the table below. Task 
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prone activities refer to online shopping, payment, email, and information search with the help of different 

internet applications. The Swedish elderly believe that lots of daily routines and activities are simplified. 

Relationship-keeping prone activities refer to that the Chinese elderly use online chatting applications to 

keep in touch with families and friends more frequently. Recent research (Marcus and Krishnamurthi, 2009) 

has also proved that “the metaphors of social network services used in collectivist countries are 

relation-oriented whereas those used in individualist countries are action- or tool- oriented”. It is manifest 

that people‟s activities and behaviors in cyber world also vary from their individualist or collectivist cultural 

norms. 

Table 4-1 Elderly People‟s Different Internet Activities and Attitudes in Sweden and China 

Internet Usage Sweden China 

Internet Activities Task-Prone  

 

Relationship-Keeping Prone 

Entertainment and Time Killing 

Prone 

Attitudes towards Internet Usage More Positive Internet users: More Positive 

Non-Internet users: Negative 

According to Hofstede‟s conceptualization of individualist society, the key differences were generated in its 

comparison with collectivist society. Here some characteristics are extracted and the problems revealed in 

our surveys of the elderly are interpreted and mapped into those characteristics regarding its collectivist or 

individualist form.  

Table 4-2 Different Cultural Norms between Individualist and Collectivist Countries (Hofstede and 
Hofstede, J. G., 2005, pp.97-109) 

Individualism & Collectivism Sweden China 

Personality & Behavior Independent Self  Interdependent Self 

Primary Information Source: Media  Primary Information Source: 

Social Network  

Relationship & Task Tasks Prevail over Relationships 

 

Relationships Prevail over Tasks 

 

People‟s Ideas Private Opinions are Expected 

 

Predetermined Opinions by 

Group  

Among Chinese elderly internet users, online chatting is one of the activities that take up the highest 

percentage compared with other options. When asked why did they register the chatting account, for what 

purpose? Chinese elderly‟ answers are: “My son is living in a city far away from here, and we cannot meet 

regularly. He uses that chatting tool frequently and he registered one for me and told me so that we can 

communicate through this account, and then I use it”. And “I have a QQ chatting account. Since nearly 

everyone has an account, then I registered one”. Due to the fast economic growth, the life style people 

used to keep has changed, in last century, it is a traditional way that even after kids have grown up, started 

working and become the „bread winner‟ for the family, they still live in the same town or city with their 

parents, they didn‟t choose to leave their hometown and move to a completely strange place. But now, due 

to the increasing university recruitment rate and market economy growth, young people usually go to other 
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cities to continue their studies and after their graduations, they choose to stay in the capital cities to 

develop their careers and form their own families. Thus it is not possible for them to live nearer to their 

parents and grandparents.  

Given the conditions that in traditional collectivist countries such as China (with a low score in 

individualism index), relationship building and maintenance among family members, friends are very 

important and family is important in collectivist societies, it is a key element to constitute the whole society. 

In the collectivist society, people are defined as „interdependent self‟. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, 

p.93) That is to say, people in the collectivist society tend to relate themselves to each other. (Hofstede and 

Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.93) According to Chinese elderly users‟ answers in the interview, they explained 

why they choose online chatting to keep contact with their families and friends. One of the elderly said: “I 

use QQ for online chatting, and it is good and convenient. I can chat with my daughter everyday only if 

she is online. Sometimes we only send each other a funny picture, but it makes me happy, because I know 

my daughter is fine”. Another elderly explained that: “The youngsters are online all the times, and chatting 

is a kind of way for emotional communication. It is good”. There are also answers like: “I chat with my 

kids online, but usually I don‟t do it through typing; I directly use the earphone or web camera to talk to 

them directly. In this way, we can see each other, even when we are in different cities, but I feel the 

distance is shortened”. Based on the interview results, why that online chatting is popular among Chinese 

elderly users can be explained from three aspects: first it is because of the changes of people‟s traditional 

living style, parents are getting old and far away from their children, the limited chances of being together 

increase the potential needs of other communication style; second is that due to the intrinsic collectivist 

cultural norms in China (relationship between people) and among Chinese elderly for the wishes that they 

want to communicate more with families and friends , given that online chatting is popular among their 

families or friends, which somehow enable the elderly people to keep in accordance with families and 

friends by choosing chatting; the third is the chatting functions keep long time bidirectional 

communication through not only typing but also voice and video forms, make it is possible to keep a more 

direct and diverse communication with their families and friends. Thus it is not hard to explain why the 

Chinese elderly tend to use online-chatting applications. 

In Yan and Gu‟s study of „A Remote Study on East-West Cultural Differences in Mobile User Experience‟, 

based on Hofstede‟s collectivist value, it is pointed out that “the communication between people in China 

is more intensive and convergent, and the Chinese have a stronger family tie and more active and 

convergent personal networks than Europeans”. (Yan and Gu, 2007) In our research, it is shown that 

Swedish elderly also keep contact with their kids, grandchildren or even former colleagues but more often 

via the email. As what they explained in open ended answers, they just make the communication simple by 

sending a short plain email to their grandchildren to know if they are well. They don‟t bother or getting 

involved with kids or grandchildren‟s life that much. Compared with chatting applications, the Email 

usually goes in a more unidirectional style; it doesn‟t support the convenient and instant messages exchange. 

The email‟s communication style and information exchange mechanism are to some extent tailored for the 

individualist society: people in such a society “tend to maintain their independence from others”. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.93) Here the characteristic of being interdependent self in 

individualist culture can be interpreted like this: people treat themselves as independent identities and the 

interpersonal relationship is loose. For example, in the individualist society, people are educated to rely on 

themselves after leaving parents‟ home; they “reduce the relationships with their parents to a minimum”. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.75) That is why Swedish elderly prefer the email than chatting tools 

for online communication. As a socially independent identity, people in the individualist culture are more 
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dependent on themselves other than social networks or personal relationships. According to Hofstede‟s 

interpretation of highly individualist culture, people usually rely more on information provided by media 

such as books and newspapers than social networks. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.95) Then it is 

easily understood why the Swedish elderly don‟t use online chatting tools that much, and why they‟d rather 

to use email other than chatting tools even when they try to contact others. Taking the characteristics of 

individualist culture into account, it is not hard to explain why email is popular among Swedish elderly.  

By comparing different communication styles chosen by the Swedish and Chinese elderly, it is not hard to 

find out that since people in the Chinese collectivist culture are more prone to keep the relationship, the 

applications that can support their needs for relationship maintenances are more frequently used.  

When asked what kind of convenience the internet brings to them, helping to keep in touch with others is 

the most frequent reason offered by the Chinese elderly. In contrast, more Swedish elderly than their 

Chinese counterparts have the experience of internet bank, online payment, email, and information search. 

Swedish elderly‟ uses of internet applications and corresponding online activities are more task prone. 

According to Hofstede‟s collectivist and individualist cultural dimension theory, tasks prevail over 

relationships in the individualist society. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.104) We can interpret it in 

this way: the individualist culture is more concerned whether an activity can bring realistic benefits. 

According to explanations the Swedish elderly give about what kind of convenience they believe the 

internet bring them: they believe that the internet can save them the trouble of going to the bank or ticket 

service center personally. Also, the internet simplifies some paper handling work, such as email and 

electronic document editing. What they focus on are if the application can simplify their work and if it is 

time saving. On the contrary, Chinese elderly show their reluctance in trusting those conveniences brought 

to Swedish elderly by using online payments, shopping and email. As what Chinese elderly explained that: 

“For me myself, I try to avoid doing money related things on the internet”. Besides that Chinese elderly 

people‟s lower computer skills and lower usage of internet applications, which due to the low ICT 

development level in China discussed in former chapter, the reasons that why those conveniences 

cherished by Swedish elderly are treated as risky and unsafe also can be explained by different uncertainty 

avoidance norms of the two countries from cultural differences perspectives. 

Table 4-3 Different Cultural Norms between Weaker and Stronger Uncertainty Avoidance Countries 
(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, pp.176-181) 

Uncertainty Avoidance Sweden China 

Conveniences & Risks Conveniences are cherished Risk Avoided 

Acceptance of New Products 

and Information 

Be quicker in introducing new 

products and information 

Be hesitant towards new 

products and information 

In Hofstede‟s Uncertainty Avoidance dimension, he defined one of the stronger uncertainty avoidance 

cultural norms: regarding financial matters, people from higher uncertainty avoidance culture tend to be 

more discreet to avoid risks and are reluctant to introduce new IT products while those from weaker 

uncertainty avoidance culture cherish and value the convenience. (Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, 

P.180) Meanwhile, in Marcus and Krishnamurthi‟s research on „Cross-Cultural Analysis of Social Network 

Services in Japan, Korea, and the USA‟ by applying Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions, they figured out that 

people in the collectivist society are more discreet. (Marcus and Krishnamurthi, 2009), which overlaps with 

one of the uncertainty avoidance norms- risk avoided norm mentioned above. Therefore, although neither 

China nor Sweden obtained a high scored in uncertainty avoidance index, China scored little higher than 
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Sweden, accounting for that China belongs to collectivist society, we can still take into account different 

uncertainty avoidance scores despite the slight difference. In our research, China is defined as a country of 

stronger uncertainty avoidance and Sweden is one of weaker uncertainty avoidance. Hofstede‟s definition 

of uncertainty avoidance society can be interpreted that people in a stronger uncertainty avoidance society 

are more prone to avoiding risks and tend to avoid unfamiliar situations or any possible potential risks. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, P.176) In other words, they are prone to accept familiar things while 

try to dodge those they believe are complicated and uncertain.  

In the interview, the Chinese elderly attributed their preference of online entertainment applications and 

portal websites to the fact that they are very easy and they don‟t need to follow complicated steps. For 

example, like what Chinese elderly explained that: “Usually I prefer watching online videos; it is easy to 

operate: you only need to do the double click thing, and then you can watch the movies. It is not like other 

complicated applications that entail a lot of trouble for yourself when you try to use it”. “Portal websites 

are a collection of various news and information. Since they categorize different information, it is easy to 

browse.” And the reason that they gave for not using email just like: “I tried email once, but those buttons 

and menus made me feel dizzy…” In the research of „Cross cultural user experience design‟, by borrowing 

Hofstede‟s five cultural dimensions, the implications for user experiences design from cultural dimensional 

perspectives indicate that: for high/stronger uncertainty avoidance country, to keep everything simple is an 

important issue in user experience design. (Marcus, 2006) The survey results show that, Chinese elderly 

users‟ choices of online applications not only rely on their limited IT skills, from cultural differences 

viewpoints, the cultural norm that as people from stronger uncertainty avoidance country, they are prone 

to dodge complicated things decide that when choose online applications, those they believe are simple 

and easy to manipulate are most frequently used. 

Besides that, they also explained that they don‟t trust online payment or bank services because they are 

very discreet on money-related activities over the internet and they‟ve heard news about online cheatings 

and bank account theft- as what Chinese elderly said in the interview: “Haven‟t you seen that there are lots 

of suggestive information over the internet urging you not to reveal your account information online?” “Is 

it safe to finish payment online? I don‟t think so. What if someone steal away my account number and pin 

code?” Obviously, the online payment or internet bank, which deemed as assistant in Swedish elderly 

people‟s daily lives are treated as unreliable and risky things by Chinese elderly. When it comes to Chinese 

elderly people‟s expectations of future internet, providing elderly a safe online surrounding is also one of 

their important concerns. By applying uncertainty avoidance dimension, owning to cultural norms of 

stronger uncertainty avoidance country, which are risky, uncertain, unfamiliar and complicated situation 

avoided, it is manifest that why the convenience cherished by the Swedish elderly is regarded as risky and 

dangerous by their Chinese counterparts and why do the Chinese elderly prefer different online 

applications from the Swedish elderly. 

Just as the problems mentioned above, Chinese elderly believe that online shopping and payment services 

are risky based on the news they got and what they‟ve heard. Moreover, the conceptions and attitudes of 

those Chinese elderly who do not use the internet are somehow predetermined by the negative news 

regarding internet crimes and youngsters‟ indulgence in the internet, they explained that:  “Lots of young 

people, especially the students, are addicted to being online. It seems that they cannot live without the 

internet.” “They indulge too much in games or things like that, thus their academic performances are 

influenced. I heard that from social news.” “I believe the internet provide chances to do illegal things.” All 

those reasons provided by the Chinese elderly were collected through interview. It seems that there do 

exist some established conceptions and attitudes among them of their internet activities and why they don‟t 
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use the internet. Regarding collectivist & individualist cultural dimensions, one of the norms is about the 

ideas of a group of people: people in the collectivist country usually hold predetermined opinions 

supported by other members of the group while in the individualist country individual opinions are valued. 

(Hofstede and Hofstede, J. G., 2005, p.109) The survey results clearly explain that in a collectivist country 

like China, people tend to form the shared and predetermined opinions that are supported by most of the 

members among a specific group such as the elderly. That is why among Chinese internet users, they hold 

conservative attitudes toward the online activities that Swedish elderly users like; and among those who are 

not internet users, why they hold negative attitudes toward internet without even knowing a thing about 

internet. 

By applying Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions into the analysis of cultural differences, an insight is given 

about how do elderly‟ different internet activities, their different preferences for applications and 

perceptions of specific internet applications and activities, differentiate from their different cultural 

backgrounds. Elderly users‟ experiences are uncovered from the perspective of cultural difference, which 

could serve as references for future ICT product design and implementation for elderly users and would be 

especially helpful to designing culturally tailored ICT products for the elderly. 

4.2. Analysis of  Unique Conditions in China 

Besides the problems regarding cultural differences either from technological and intrinsic cultural 

characteristics perspectives, there are also Chinese elderly people‟s unique problems revealed in terms of 

their computer and internet use: typing problems; lack of and under-use of elderly-targeted internet 

applications.  

4.2.1. Chinese Elderly Internet Users’ Typing Problems 

The survey results indicate that in C1, compared with the Swedish elderly, more Chinese seniors have 

troubles in dealing with computer systems and typing. It is worth mentioning that only the Chinese elderly 

are hindered by typing speed or non-proficiencies. Given that complicated forms of Chinese characters 

and pronunciations, the input software and hardware are important for typing: whether the input software 

is designed well coordinated with the input hardware such as keyboard, directly decides the input and 

typing speed and qualities. Since the survey results show that among elderly internet users in China, typing 

is a unique problem for them, it is meaningful to figure out for what limitations of input software and 

hardware make typing a problem for Chinese elderly. 

In China, the keyboards of electronic appliances are designed traditionally based on the arrangement of 

English alphabet, and the arrangement of computer keyboard somehow decides the input method. The 

arrangement of typical computer keyboard in China is as the one shown in the graph below: 
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Figure 4-4 Traditional Computer Keyboard Source: http://baike.baidu.com/view/84171.htm 

(Baike-Baidu, 2011 ) 

Chinese characters are composed of different strokes, and the pronunciations are presented by Chinese 

pinyin. Nowadays, the widely used input methods are based on pinyin and character strokes, which decide 

that usually 1-4 letters or strokes on the keyboard should be entered to input 1 Chinese character. Chinese 

sentence is composed by different numbers of characters, which decides that to input an integrated 

sentence either in pinyin or stroke input methods, several times of input of different letters on the 

keyboard are needed. Therefore, for both of pinyin and stroke input methods, the frequent inputs of letters 

are needed. For Chinese elderly users, taking into account their computer knowledge and basic literacy (i.e. 

pinyin literacy) and physical status, the limitations for both of the input methods are revealed and could be 

attributed to the reasons for elderly users‟ typing problems. 

If the elderly choose pinyin input method, the first problem they are confronting is that: 1) Pinyin gained 

its prevalence nationwide in 1980s and is usually taught at the primary school, so the elderly are the 

generation left behind are lack of basic pinyin literacy and for them it is inevitably hard to represent 

Chinese character by English letters in pinyin. Just as Chinese elderly explained that: “When I chat with 

kids, I always type slowly and spell wrong characters”. 2) Meanwhile, since the pinyin input method is 

based on the pronunciations of Chinese characters, thus the dialects are also stumbling blocks. Although 

the mandarin is prevalent nationwide, most of the older generation speak the local dialect from their birth, 

and different dialects have different pronunciations of the same Chinese character. For example, in 

Chinese mandarin, the number of one two three are represented in pinyin like: yi, er and san. On the 

contrary, when these numbers are presented in dialect in Guangdong areas, the pronunciations presented 

in pinyin just in the way of: ya, yi, sang. One of the interviewees explained that: “It seems that pinyin input 

is the most fast one, but you know it is represented in English letters. Sometimes I cannot spell properly, 

because I speak a dialect.” Therefore, the pinyin input method, which is designed based on standard 

Chinese mandarin pronunciations and pinyin input mechanism, cannot remedy Chinese elderly people‟s 

needs of fast input speed due to their lack of pinyin literacy and dialects. 

Besides pinyin input method, the stroke input method was invented, which aims at eliminating users‟ lack 

of pinyin literacy. Chinese characters are composed by five basic strokes, which are “一” ”丨” ”丿” “丶” 

“乙”. (Baike-Baidu, 2011) If the users choose stroke input method, these five basic strokes are the most 

frequently used ones. But the problem is, besides the basic strokes, there are more complicated strokes 

compositions, which are composed by those basic ones and needed for stroke based input method. For 

example like crossover compositions of basic strokes from different directions. These compositions of 

strokes include: the left direction composition of “一” and”丿”;”丨” and”丿” as well as the opposite right 

direction compositions of these basic strokes etc. It means that for different characters, there are different 

compositions of basic strokes. Given that Chinese characters are presented by the compositions of these 
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strokes, one character needs 1-10 or more strokes, moreover, due to the limitations of the arrangement of 

traditional keyboard; a mechanism that to map the strokes input onto the English alphabet based keyboard 

is needed. There are two ways to do the mapping between the strokes and the keyboard: first one is label 

the keyboard with strokes physically according to the mapping mechanism of input method, second is 

directly follow the mapping mechanism of input method and memorize the mapping between the strokes 

and keyboard. If the users choose stroke based input method, to grasp and memorize the mapping 

mechanism between strokes and physical keyboard proficiently is very important. Although the stroke 

based input method can eliminate the dialect problem but considering elderly people‟s physical conditions 

i.e. eyesight and degenerated memory, it is more complicated for elderly to learn stroke input method, 

which is even harder than pinyin method. In the interview, none of the elderly people indicated that they 

use stroke based input method. Actually, the stroke input method is not popular among youngsters in 

China due to its boring stroke to keyboard mappings and stroke compositions mechanism. Due to the 

popularity of online chatting among Chinese elderly users and their expectations to improve their input 

abilities, considering their typing problems as well as the limitations of current input software and hardware, 

therefore, how to design and implement elderly-assisted input methods is a problem proposed to designers 

and developers in China.  

4.2.2. The Situations of  Elderly Targeted Online Applications and Services in China 

Based on the problems revealed in 4.2.1, it is manifest that how to grasp an easy learnt way to do typing on 

computer is a problem has not been solved among Chinese elderly users. Therefore, it is necessary to 

probe into IT products market in China to make it clear that if what Chinese elderly people expect and 

need is balanced with what the market provides. 

The leading IT companies in China have been studying input methods for Chinese elderly on design and 

implementation of software and hardware, but the problem is that few elderly interviewed had ever used 

the products: “I don‟t know if there are some improved services or devices for improving the elderly 

people‟s input. But I think input is indeed a problem for us, and lots of my friends have similar problems.” 

For example, here is a capture of the webpage from one of the most popular search engine in China, 

baidu.com, which is also the most frequently visited website among the elderly in our survey. It has 

designed an information search engine for elderly. Users can enter Chinese character strokes by dragging 

the mouse. The system recognizes the hand writing and shows a list of possible matched characters. By 

selecting the character, the corresponding character is entered into the frame as the key word. But typing 

by dragging the mouse is hard and slow, so the input method like this is not satisfactory for online chatting 

although it is acceptable for searching information. Also, the elderly who were interviewed said that they 

never use these typing assisted services, which indicates that the product specially designed for the elderly 

is not actually popularized among the target group: “I‟ve read some advertisements about a kind of writing 

board that assists the elderly do the typing, but I‟ve never tried it.” 

But we cannot ignore the fact that Baidu, as one of the most famous IT companies in China, does pay 

attention to elderly people‟s use of IT products, but the elderly, or at least those in our survey, don‟t use its 

input method. They hope that they type fast rather than having to drag the mouse to finish the typing. 

Therefore, it is clear that the problems hinder Chinese elderly people‟s internet access and computer uses 

have never been solved by existed elderly assisted online applications. There is still a lack of products that 

can meet elderly people‟s needs.  
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Figure 4-5 Baidu Searching Engine for Elderly People Source: http://123.baidu.com/ (Baidu, 

2011) 

The survey results also reveal the lack of online services for the elderly. In Sweden, about 25% of the 

elderly regularly visit senior net, an organization that aims at helping the elderly to develop their IT skills. 

But among the Chinese elderly internet users, only one has the experience of visiting China Elderly website, 

which is the earliest established website for the Chinese elderly. Although there are websites or news 

portals for the Chinese elderly, most of those sites are rarely visited at least by those elderly in our survey: 

“Actually I don‟t know that there are websites for the elderly. If there are some, I think they are good. 

There should be some elderly targeted websites.” According to suggestions provided in the interview about 

their expectations of future internet services, they do hope some elderly targeted websites, information 

communication platforms, and entertainment services can serve them. They also hope that the services are 

easy to use. In the interview, they explained why they use the portals mostly: it is easy to use. Even some 

elderly who watch online movies gave the similar reasons about their choice of the services. The news 

portals are a collection of news links and the elderly just need to click the link and press the button to 

watch the video they like. For example like one of the most frequently visited portals- Tencent QQ among 

interviewed Chinese elderly, all the information links on the websites are listed according to their categories, 

and only a single click is needed for details. However, since ordinary news portals are collections of large 

amount of news, even all the information is categorized by its subjects, the information volume is still too 

big for the elderly. That is why most Chinese elderly expect that they can have the portals for the elderly 

that provide the information and services they are particularly concerned with. Therefore, it is clear that 

there are demands of elderly targeted services in China. But according to the author ‟s experience, the 

so-called elderly aimed internet applications such as websites, have similar layouts and information 

categories. Again, the problems in the study indicate an uneven relationship between elderly targeted 

services offered and needed. Although there are elderly targeted services over the internet, the elderly rarely 

or never use them and believe that most applications and services are youngsters targeted. That is also an 

important reason that Chinese elderly use less internet applications than their Swedish counterparts. 

Developers and designers should take into consideration these issues: how to design and implement 

applications that meet elderly people‟s needs rather than blindly provide similar or overlapping services that 

the elderly actually don‟t need. The problems revealed by the survey and the corresponding analysis 

indicate that in China, elderly targeted online applications and products seem neither meet Chinese elderly 

people‟s realistic needs nor alleviate their difficulties in using the computer or internet.  

http://123.baidu.com/
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5. Conclusion and Discussion 

5.1. Conclusion 

Based on the survey results and following analysis, the research question: What are the Chinese elderly 

people‟s experiences, perceptions, expectations in the needs of internet is answered. With the comparison 

made with Swedish elderly, it is shown that Chinese elderly have different experiences and perceptions of 

internet usage from Swedish counterparts in terms of cultural differences regarding technological 

development and intrinsic cultural characteristics aspects. 

 Chinese elderly people’s experiences in the needs of internet 

Internet prevalence among Chinese elderly people: among Chinese elderly internet users, compared with 

Swedish elderly, they have used the internet for shorter period of time, due to the lower pc ownership and 

low internet connection prevalence in China, Chinese elderly users just started using internet in recent years 

and before their retirements, they rarely had chances to use computer and internet at their working places. 

Among non users, they have rather low internet connection rate pc ownership at home and working 

places.  

Chinese elderly people‟s internet activities: Chinese elderly users prefer online chatting, information 

searching and entertainment activities over internet. Compared with Swedish counterparts‟ task prone 

online activities, Chinese users‟ choices of their activities are attributed to: first is about their lower 

computer literacy, which led to that their use of online applications are limited, they only choose those are 

not hard to manipulate and necessary to use i.e. chatting. The second reason is owing to the intrinsic 

Chinese cultural characteristics, which are stronger uncertainty avoidance and traditional collectivist 

cultural form: people in such cultural forms tend to maintain relationships with others and try to avoid 

complicated and uncertain activities. Due to the cultural norms, Chinese elderly users‟ online activities are 

more relationship keeping and entertainment prone as well as risky avoided (avoid online payment).  

IT education among Chinese elderly people: There has been a lack of IT education among Chinese elderly 

regarding computer literacy and internet use education. There are rare of Chinese elderly users had 

computer literacy courses experiences, but they do hope to receive IT education; among non users, the lack 

of computer literacy is the main reason that hinder them using computer and internet. Compared with 

Swedish elderly, the IT education prevalence among older people in China is not effective but expected by 

Chinese elderly people. 

Chinese elderly people‟s typing problem: For Chinese elderly users, they find typing a hurdle, especially 

when chatting online. Owing to the characteristics of Chinese characters and input devices (the computer 

keyboard), there are two mainstream input software (pinyin and stroke based input), but taking into 

Chinese elderly people‟s specific problems: the lack of pinyin literacy and dialect as well as their wish to use 

easy manipulated applications, the limitations of these two input methods hinder Chinese elderly users‟ 

typing speed. Although there are products and applications designed for assisting elderly people‟s typing, 

but the use of these services are very low among Chinese elderly. Therefore, an improved input method for 

Chinese elderly internet users is needed. 

 Chinese elderly people’s perceptions and expectations in the needs of internet 
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Chinese elderly people‟s attitudes toward internet: among internet users, they do support the opinions that 

internet is effective in information provision and helping elderly keep in touch with others as well as 

keeping them active, which are also the benefits Chinese elderly users believe that the internet brings to 

them. Elderly people‟s attitudes toward internet are positive whilst non users‟ attitudes are more negative. 

The non users‟ negative attitudes toward internet seem to be attributed to their lack of understanding 

about internet, from cultural differences perspectives, even without knowing a thing about internet, the 

non users share the similar ideas generated from the news and incidents they‟ve heard, which are decided 

by one of the collectivist cultural norms: people in collectivist culture share predetermined ideas.  

Chinese elderly people‟s attitudes toward that elderly people‟ IT literacy study: elderly users also show their 

willingness to improve their knowledge in internet and computer use and try to encourage their peers to be 

internet users as well. Despite non users‟ negative attitudes about internet, they also show their willingness 

to adopt suggestions from families and friends to try to learn how to use computer and internet. Chinese 

elderly internet users‟ potential needs of updating their IT literacy and non users‟ potential possibilities to 

try to use computer and internet, prove that IT education are needed among elderly in China.  

Chinese elderly people‟s expectations of internet: given the elderly people‟s experiences and perceptions of 

internet mentioned above, Chinese elderly people indicate their general expectations for future internet. 

Among internet users, they are expecting easy and simple use of applications, which can either eliminate 

their difficulties when they use computer or provide more entertainment services. Meanwhile, they expect 

more valuable and elderly concerned information from website specially designed for elderly. The 

computer literacy training courses are expected by both users and non users, they expect the courses can 

take elderly people‟s physical conditions into account and make computer literacy learning simple. The non 

user also indicate that only when non internet users have chances to use computer and internet, in other 

words, only when internet is prevalent among them, they could possibly learn and use computer or 

internet.  

5.2. Discussion 

In this paper, research questions regarding Chinese elderly people‟s experiences, perceptions and 

expectations of internet are answered. By applying cultural dimensions into the analysis of differences 

between Swedish and Chinese elderly in their experiences, perceptions and attitudes of internet use, an 

insight is given about how do users‟ patterns of internet usage, choices of applications or services, and 

perceptions vary from different cultural backgrounds. Meanwhile, problems unique to the Chinese elderly 

in terms of internet use were revealed by comparisons, and the corresponding analysis and suggestions are 

also provided. The analysis of cultural differences and of general problems in China provides a collection 

of persuasive data by emphasizing cultural differences in user studies: when design elderly aimed ICT 

products, taking into account Chinese elderly people‟s cultural characteristics, their unique problems in 

computer and internet use, through which their choices and preferences of services, applications are 

different from Swedish elderly people. The findings from the studies also highlight and attract more social 

attentions to the necessities to show more concern with the elderly people‟s access to ICT products, 

facilities.  

However, there are still limitations of the research regarding research objects and theoretical model applied. 

Limitation of research objects. The first problem is the limitation of number of research objects. As is 
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mentioned in previous chapter, the quantitative and qualitative approaches were applied in the survey. In 

quantitative approach, usually a large number of research samples are needed so as to obtain the 

representative and generalized results for the survey. But in our research, the total number of the elderly 

people is fifty, which decides that the study results cannot cover and generalize a more comprehensive 

situation based on the limited number of research objects, since our research aims at understanding elderly 

people‟s internet usage situation in two countries. The second is the limitation of the way to choose 

research objects. In Sweden, the questionnaires were distributed to the elderly live in the same residential 

areas, as what is emphasized in chapter 1.4, these Swedish elderly are of good educational background and 

income levels, they are leading a better life than average Swedish elderly people. Therefore, possibly the 

internet prevalence conditions and their abilities to use computer and internet could be better than normal 

Swedish and Chinese elderly. Due to the concentration of the research objects within a confined scope 

regarding their similar educational and economic conditions, thus the comparison made with Chinese 

elderly can not reflect differences and similarities of elderly people‟s average internet usage situations in 

both of the countries. In China, although the author tried to collect data from elderly in different regions, 

due to the condition that those elderly people involved in the research were approached through 

facilitators (author‟s former university fellows), and most of them are friends, families and neighbors of the 

facilitators. Obviously the way to choose the research objects was not in a random way: to choose people 

who are completely strangers. Choosing acquaintances as research objects to some extent influences the 

results of the survey; the answers they provide could be conservative. Then, the data collected are possibly 

not fully diverse and real situation reflective.  

Limitation of theoretical model: Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions are applied into analysis in the research. 

His cultural dimensions define and scale culture from national or geographical boundary perspectives, 

which make the cultural differences comparisons among the countries more measurable. But Hofstede‟s 

cultural dimensions were generated based on the research on employees of different IBM branches in 

different countries. The research was carried out in 1960s and 1970s last century, which means that the 

data and research results were generated under the specific era background, which is far away from 

nowadays. In other words, the data and corresponding dimensions were defined based on shared value, 

perceptions among people in a specific historical timing, which decides that the cultural norms and criteria 

are dated. But culture is not a static phrase, it is a process that evolves with time changes, which decide that 

people‟s mind, ideas and conceptions are varied accordingly. Meanwhile, Hofstede‟s geographical 

perspective cultural dimensions define and scale culture in a holistic and generalized fashion, which 

inevitably ignore the existences of diverse culture styles within a country. For example, there are fifty six 

minority groups all over China, each minority group has its own customs, living habits and even languages. 

Therefore, people live in different minority group have formed their own cultural norms, which could not 

be simply defined as collectivist or stronger uncertainty avoidance cultural norms. Besides that, there are 

also regions in China used to be strongly influenced by alien cultures, such as Hongkong and Macao areas. 

Therefore, Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions are more generalized for defining national cultures and ignore 

the sub culture styles within a country. In that sense, in our research, to apply Hofstede‟s cultural 

dimensions onto the analysis of elderly people‟s behavior and perceptions in current times is more 

generalized without taking into account that cultures reside in different regions and minority groups may 

differ from economic and openness levels, regional historic incidents and corresponding influences to 

people‟s mind, cognitions and perceptions. 

Given the research conclusion and limitations discussed above, insights about future researches are 

generated. The research in this paper focus on understanding Chinese elderly people‟s internet use and non 
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use situations in terms of their experiences, perceptions and expectations. With the comparison made with 

situation among Swedish elderly people, differences and similarities are concluded, meanwhile, from 

technological development cultural perspectives, the insufficiencies regarding computer and internet 

prevalence, IT education among elderly people as well as elderly related ICT policy making strategies are 

revealed. Meanwhile, elderly people‟s internet usage, perceptions and expectations of internet also vary 

from national cultural differences and the specific problems that Chinese elderly confronted with internet 

and computer use also indicate that there has been lack of researches and development of ICT products 

that can resolve Chinese elderly people‟s problems and meet their needs in internet and computer use. 

Therefore, future research could be expanded and elaborated by focusing on how to provide Chinese 

elderly chances to get approached to computer and internet use by providing their expected literacy course, 

conducting effective projects on increasing internet and computer prevalence rate among Chinese elderly 

people; meanwhile, future researches could also focus on combining cultural issues into localized ICT 

product design by taking into account that elderly people‟s specific cultural characteristics for elderly 

tailored ICT product design and implementations. The author of the thesis also would like to continue the 

study in the future, by probing into more diverse and abundant research objects in different regions in 

China, focusing on regional elderly people‟s internet and computer usage situations, which are 

differentiated from economic and developing levels. 
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Appendix  

Appendix A  

Questionnaire for Elderly People in Sweden and China 

Questionnaire  

(This is the questionnaire concerning the elderly and their use of internet. Some questions provide selections; you just need to 

check your answers in the box after your answer. If you have some other answers not listed in the selections, you can write i t 

down after the ‘else’ item. Thank you very much for your help!) 

 

Basic Information 

Name:                

Gender: Male□ Female□ 

Age:               

Educational Background: Elementary School□ Junior High School□ Senior High School□ 

Undergraduate□ Postgraduate□ Else                   

Economic Conditions: Good□ Normal□ Not Satisfied□ 

Retired: Yes□ No□ 

Occupation: Technical field□ Government Servant□ Teaching Staff□ Company Employee□  

Else:                        

Residential Condition: Living alone□ Living only with spouse□ Living with children□ Living in aged 

care centre□  

Contact information (Telephone number or other information):                   

                                                                      

The Basic Supplementary Questions 

1. What are your daily activities? (Multiple choice) 

Shopping□ Talking with friends□ Cooking□ Exercises□ Entertainment □ 

Else                                              

2. Besides the internet, what are the main media and information sources in your daily life? 

TV program□ Radio broadcast□ Newspapers□ Magazines□ 

3. What are your hobbies? 

4. Travelling□ Music and Movies□ Gardening□ Reading□  

Else                                              

5. Have you ever attended any elderly associations? 
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Yes□ No□ 

6. If Yes, how do you feel about it? And what kind of services it provides you? 

                                                            

7. What is your attitude towards being aged? 

                                                         

Filter Question 

Have you ever used internet before? 

Yes□ No□ 

If your answer is Yes, please switch to Questionnaire Group A 

If your answer is No, please switch to Questionnaire Group B 

Group A  

The Experiences of  Use of  Internet 

1. How long have you been using the internet? 

1-2 years□ 3-5 years□ 6years or more□  

Else                   

2. How often do you use the internet? 

Nearly every day□ 3-4 days per week□ 1-2 days per week□ Just occasionally □ 

3. The average time for using the internet each time (Hour) 

<0.5□ 0.5-1□ 1-1.5□ 1.5-2□  

Else                         

4. The location where you usually use the internet 

At home□ working place□ Internet bar□ Else          

5. The way you use the internet 

By computer□ By mobile phone□ Else          

6. What do you usually do when use the internet? (Multiple choice) 

Sending and receiving email□  

Searching for information□  

Just surfing on the web□  

Discussing and delivering opinions in the forum□  

Online shopping(including booking tickets)□  

Chatting□  

Else                                

7. What are the websites you usually visit? 

Please write down the website names                            

If there is any included below, you can select it (Multiple choice) 
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Google□ Seniornet□ Youtube□ Facebook□ Wikipedia□ The Local□ Ebay□ 

The reasons you choose these web sites (Multiple choice) 

The website provides me the information I want□ 

Others recommended it to me□ 

I found the website occasionally, then I visited it regularly□  

Else                                 

8. Have you ever registered your own account over the internet? If yes, please select what services you 

registered for 

Yes□ No□ 

(Multiple Choices)Email account□ Online shopping user account□ Online chatting account□  

Else                                          

9. What information concerns you the most? 

Healthy related information□ Society related information□ Financial information□ Political news

□ Entertainment news□ 

Else                                              

10. Where did you learn the computer knowledge/ how to use the internet? 

Self learning□ Learn from family members or friends□ Elderly University□Training course□ 

Else                                       

11. How difficult do you feel it is to use the internet? 

Very Easy□ Easy□ Normal□ A little bit difficult□ Very difficult□ 

12. What are the difficulties you meet when you use the internet? 

I cannot deal with the computer system problems□  

I cannot type on the keyboard□  

I cannot use some related equipment for the internet such as web camera or microphone/Earphone

□ 

Else                                  

 

The Perceptions of  Use and Needs of  Internet 

1. What motivated you to use the internet for the first time? 

Interests□ Work needs□ Wish to learn something new□  

2. Do you think that the internet can enable you to keep in touch with your families or friends? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

3. Do you think that internet can provide you a lot of useful information other media cannot provide 

(such as magazines, TV programs, radio broadcast)? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

4. Do you think that to use the internet can make your mentally active? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 
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5. Do you think that to learn knowledge from the internet or to use internet can make you feel that you 

are still playing an active role in the society? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

6. Do you feel that the internet can bridge the gap between you and the younger generation? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

If so, please give some examples                                        

7. Do you think that the use of internet has brought you conveniences in your life? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

If so, please give some examples                                        

8. Do you think that the elderly should be encouraged to improve computer literacy and use the 

internet? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

Why?                                                              

9. Are your friends also internet users? 

Yes□ No□ 

10. Will you encourage your friends about your age to use the internet? 

Yes□ No□ Don‟t know□ 

11. Do you think that currently, there are sufficient services or information especially for the elderly over 

the internet? (such as websites, web page content) 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

12. Do you think that most of the internet applications (such as games, programs) services are targeted at 

the youngsters? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

13. Can the services or applications over the internet satisfy you? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

Why?                                                               

14. Do you think that the government or the society should be more concerned on the elderly‟ access to 

and use of internet? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

15. Since the information technology is updated day by day, will you continue to learn the latest 

knowledge (such as how to use a new email system, how to play a new game) about the internet? 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

Why?                                                              

Group B 

The Reasons for Not Using the Internet 

1. There is internet connection in my house 
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Yes□ No□ 

If Yes, switch to question 2, then please continue 

If No, switch to question 3, and then please continue 

2. I know what it (internet) is, but I never tried to use it, it is arranged for other family members (such as 

youngsters, my spouse) 

Yes□ No□ 

3. I don‟t know what it (internet) is. 

Yes□ No□ 

4. The reasons that you don‟t use the internet are (multiple choices) 

Other media (TV, radio broadcast, books, magazines, newspapers) is pretty enough for me to access 

information□ 

It is expensive to afford the internet connection in family□ 

The poor physical conditions (healthy problems, poor eyesight etc.)□ 

Limitation on time (such as having to take care of the grandchildren)□ 

I‟m not interested in it at all□ 

I don‟t have any literacy on computer, not even to say internet□ 

Else                                                      

The perceptions of  Internet 

5. The „Internet‟ sounds strange to me, it is not a part of my life, and I can live without it. 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

Why                                        

6. I don‟t know what the internet can provide me. 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

7. The content over internet is negative as what I‟ve heard 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

If you agree with it, please give examples                                      

8. The internet is for the youngsters, not for the elderly group 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

9. If I should start to use the internet I am afraid others will see how little I actually know about the 

internet and use of it 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

10. If some of your friends suggest you to learn how to use internet, do you think you will adopt the 

suggestion? 

Yes□ No□ 

Why?                                          

11. If your family members suggest you to learn to use internet, will you adopt the suggestion? 
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Yes□ No□ 

Why?                                           

12. If some organization can provide you with courses or training on the computer and internet learning, 

will you have a try? 

Yes□ No□ 

Why?                                            

13. Do you think that the elderly should be encouraged to use the internet? (encouraged by society, 

public opinions) 

Agree□ Disagree□ Don‟t know□ 

14. How do you think that the elderly learn and use the internet? 

It is good for the elderly to get more information and knowledge□ 

It is a good way to keep the elderly to be active (physically and mentally)□ 

It is a waste of time; the internet is not designed for the elderly□ 

Else                                                      
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Appendix B  

Questionnaire Data Processing Results 

Table Proportion of Internet Users in Sweden and China 

 Number of Interviewees Number of Internet Users Percentage of Internet Users 

Sweden 20 17 80% 

China 30 16 53% 

 

Table Data Processing Results of Elderly Internet Users’ Experience of Internet 

Questions Options S1 C1 

How long have you been 

using the internet? 

1-2 years 17.6% 43.8% 

3-5 years 11.8% 31.3% 

6 years or more 64.7% 25% 

Else 5.9% (18 

years) 

0 

How often do you use 

the internet? 

Nearly every day 64.7% 56.3% 

1-2 days per week 17.6% 25% 

3-4 days per week 11.8%  0 

Just occasionally 5.9% 18.6% 

The average time for 

using the internet each 

time (Hour) 

 

<0.5 17.6% 6.3% 

0.5-1 47% 37.5% 

1-1.5 17.6% 0 

1.5-2 17.6% 50% 

Else  6.3% (More than 

six hours) 

The location where you 

usually use the internet 

At home 100% 100% 

working place 0 6.3% 
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 Internet bar 0 0 

Else 

 

0  

The way you use the 

internet 

 

By computer 100% 100% 

By mobile phone 0 0 

Else 

 

0 0 

What do you usually do 

when use the internet? 

(Multiple choice) 

 

Sending and receiving 

email 

 

94.1% 25% 

Searching for information 94.1% 43.8% 

Just surfing on the web 5.9% 17.6% 

Discussing and delivering 

opinions in the forum 

 

11.8% 6.3% 

Online 

shopping(including any 

payments such as 

booking tickets) 

47.1% 12.5% 

Chatting 5.9% 43.8%  

 

Else 5.9% 

Telepho

ne 

 

12.5% 

Playing 

games 

 

11.8% 

Paying 

for bills 

12.5% 

Movies 

 

5.9% 

Online 

6.3% 

Buying and 
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seminars selling 

stocks 

What are the websites 

you usually visit? 

 

 94.1% 

Google 

6.3% Chinadaily 

23.5% 

Seniornet  

62.5% Baidu 

5.9% 

Youtube 

18.6% Taobao 

6.3% Game.qq 

6.3% Qq 

auction 

56.3% QQ 

5.9% 

Facebook 

18.6% Sina 

47.1%Wikipe

dia 

6.3% China 

elderly 

17.6% 

Hotmail 

6.3% Sohu 

5.9% 

Blocket.se 

6.3% Netease 

The reasons you choose 

these web sites (Multiple 

choice) 

 

The website provides me 

the information I want 

82.4% 62.5% 

Others recommended it 

to me 

29.4% 25% 

I found the website 

occasionally, then I 

visited it regularly 

5.9% 6.3% 

Else  6.3% Just 

do stock 

trading 

Have you ever registered 

your own account over 

the internet? 

Yes 64.7% 81.3% 

No 35.3% 18.6% 

If yes, please select what 

services you registered 

for 

 

Email account 64.7% 25% 

Online shopping user 

account 

23.5% 6.3% 

Online chatting account 23.5% 68.8% 

Else   
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What information 

concerns you the most? 

 

Healthy related 

information 

47.1% 56.3% 

Society related 

information 

52.9% 43.8% 

Financial information 41.2% 12.5% 

Political news 35.3% 37.5% 

Entertainment news 

 

23.5% 17.6% 

Where did you learn the 

computer knowledge/ 

how to use the internet? 

 

Self learning 

 

41.2% 37.5% 

Learn from family 

members or friends 

41.2% 75% 

Elderly University 5.9% 0 

Training course 35.3% 6.3% 

Else   

How difficult do you 

feel it is to use the 

internet? 

 

Very Easy 5.9% 0 

Easy 35.3% 12.5% 

Normal 17.6% 43.8% 

A little bit difficult 35.3% 43.8% 

Very difficult 5.9% 0 

What are the difficulties 

you meet when you use 

the internet? 

 

I cannot deal with the 

computer system 

problems 

52.9% 75% 

I cannot type on the 

keyboard or type very 

slowly 

0 43.8% 

I cannot use some related 

equipment for the 

internet such as web 

camera or 

microphone/Earphone 

 

52.9% 43.8% 

 

Table Data Processing Results of  Elderly Internet Users’ Perception of  Internet 

Questions Options S1 C1 

What motivated you to Interests 35.3% 43.8% 
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use the internet for the 

first time? 

Work needs 47.1% 25% 

Wish to learn 

something new 

23.5% 43.8% 

Questions Options S1 C1 

Do you think the 

internet can enable you 

to keep in touch with 

your families or friends? 

Agree 82.4% 81.3% 

Disagree 5.9% 0 

Don‟t know 11.8% 18.6% 

Do you feel that the 

internet can bridge the 

gap between you and 

the younger generation? 

Agree 64.7% 31.3% 

Disagree 23.5% 6.3% 

Don‟t know 11.8% 62.5% 

Questions Options S1 C1 

Do you think that 

internet can provide you 

a lot of useful 

information other 

media cannot provide 

(such as magazines, TV 

programs, radio 

broadcast)? 

Agree 70.6% 81.3% 

Disagree 29.4% 0 

Don‟t know 0 18.6% 

Questions Options S1 C1 

Do you think that to 

use the internet can 

make you active 

mentally? 

Agree 64.7% 56.3% 

Disagree 11.8% 0 

Don‟t know 23.5% 43.8% 

Do you think that to 

learn knowledge from 

the internet or to use 

internet can make you 

feel that you are still 

playing an active role in 

the society? 

Agree 82.4% 50% 

Disagree 17.6% 12.5% 

Don‟t know 0 37.5% 

Do you think that the 

use of internet has 

brought you 

conveniences in your 

Agree 88.2% 87.5% 

Disagree 5.9% 12.5% 
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life? Don‟t know 5.9% 0 

Do you think that the 

elderly should be 

encouraged to improve 

computer literacy and 

use the internet? 

Agree 94.1% 93.8% 

Disagree 5.9% 0 

Don‟t know 0 6.3% 

Are your friends also 

internet users? 

Yes 82.4% 87.5% 

No 17.6% 12.5% 

Will you encourage your 

friends about your age 

to use the internet? 

Agree 76.5% 75% 

Disagree 23.5% 0 

Don‟t know 0 25% 

Do you think that 

currently, there are 

sufficient services or 

information especially 

for the elderly over the 

internet? (such as 

websites, web page 

content) 

Agree 23.5% 25% 

Disagree 16.7% 50% 

Don‟t know 58.8% 25% 

Do you think that most 

of the internet 

applications (such as 

games, programs) 

services are targeted at 

the youngsters? 

 

Agree 64.7% 62.5% 

Disagree 11.8% 18.6% 

Don‟t know 23.5% 18.6% 

Can the services or 

applications over the 

internet satisfy you? 

Agree 52.9% 75% 
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Why? 

 

Disagree 11.8% 12.5% 

Don‟t know 35.3% 12.5% 

Do you think that the 

government or the 

society should be more 

concerned on the 

elderly people‟s access 

to and use of internet? 

 

Agree 70.6% 68.8% 

Disagree 17.6% 0 

Don‟t know 11.8% 31.3% 

Since the information 

technology is updated 

day by day, will you 

continue to learn the 

latest knowledge (such 

as how to use a new 

email system, how to 

play a new game) about 

the internet? Why? 

 

Agree 41.2% 81.3% 

Disagree 35.3% 6.3% 

Don‟t know 23.5% 12.5% 

 

Table Data Processing Results of  Elderly Non Internet Users’ Reasons for Not Using Internet 

Questions Options S2 C2 

There is internet 

connection in my house 

 

YES 66.7% 21.4% 

NO 33.3% 78.6% 

I know what it (internet) 

is, but I never tried to 

use it, it is arranged for 

other family members 

(such as youngsters, my 

YES 66.7% 21.4% 
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spouse) NO 0 0 

I don‟t know what it 

(internet) is. 

 

YES 0 54.5% 

NO 33.3% 45.5% 

The reasons that you 

don‟t use the internet 

are (multiple choices) 

 

Other media (TV, 

radio broadcast, 

books, magazines, 

newspapers) is 

pretty enough for 

me to access 

information 

100% 28.6% 

It is expensive to 

afford the internet 

connection in 

family 

33.3% 7.1% 

The poor physical 

conditions (healthy 

problems, poor 

eyesight etc.) 

33.3% 28.6% 

Limitation on time 

(such as having to 

take care of the 

grandchildren) 

0 35.7% 

I‟m not interested 

in it at all 

66.7% 14.3% 
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I don‟t have any 

literacy on 

computer, not even 

to say internet 

33.3% 71.4% 

 

Table Data Processing Results of  Elderly Non Internet Users’ Perception of  Internet 

Questions Options S2 C2 

The „Internet‟ sounds 

strange to me. It is not a 

part of my life, and I 

can live without it. 

 

Agree 0 85.7% 

Disagree 33.3% 7.1% 

Don‟t know 66.7% 7.1% 

I don‟t know what the 

internet can provide me. 

 

Agree 0 71.4% 

Disagree 66.7% 21.4% 

Don‟t know 

 

33.3% 7.1% 

The content over 

internet is negative as 

what I‟ve heard 

Agree 0 57.1% 

Disagree 66.7% 35.7% 

Don‟t know 33.3% 7.1% 

The internet is for the 

youngsters, not for the 

elderly group 

Agree 0 57.1% 

Disagree 66.7% 35.7% 

Don‟t know 33.3% 7.1% 

If I should start to use 

the internet I am afraid 

others will see how little 

I actually know about 

the internet and use of it 

 

Agree 

 

33.3% 35.7% 

Disagree 

 

66.7% 35.7% 

Don‟t know 0 28.6% 
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If some of your friends 

suggest you to learn 

how to use internet, do 

you think you will adopt 

the suggestion? 

 

YES 33.3% 42.9% 

NO 66.7% 57.1% 

If your family members 

suggest you to learn to 

use internet, will you 

adopt the suggestion? 

 

YES 66.7% 50% 

NO 33.3% 50% 

If some organization 

can provide you with 

courses or training on 

the computer and 

internet learning, will 

you have a try? 

YES 33.3% 42.9% 

NO 66.7% 57.1% 

Do you think that the 

elderly should be 

encouraged to use the 

internet? (encouraged 

by society, public 

opinions) 

Agree 66.7% 35.7% 

Disagree 0 35.7% 

Don‟t know 33.3% 28.6% 

How do you think that 

the elderly learn and use 

the internet? 

 

It is good for the 

elderly to get more 

information and 

knowledge 

66.7% 42.9% 

It is a good way to 

keep the elderly to 

be active (physically 

and mentally) 

100% 21.4% 
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It is a waste of 

time; the internet is 

not designed for 

the elderly 

0 35.7% 
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Appendix C 

Interview to Chinese Elderly People 

 Interviews regarding comparison results of Chinese Elderly Internet Users’ Experience of 

Internet 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘How long the elderly have been using the 

internet?’ 

Interview Question: When do you have computer and internet connections at home? For what 

reasons you got the connection? 

“After retirement, I felt a little bit boring and suddenly it seemed that I have nothing to do, so I 

bought computer firstly on the purpose to learn how to use computer. My kids paid the 

connection fee for me, and then I started using internet from 2006.” 

“I can remember that when I just visited my friend occasionally, he showed me that how fun it 

is to use internet and suggested me to have a try if I wish. After consulting some other friends 

who used internet, I decided to have connection.” 

“It was around 2007 when there was a promotion of internet connection services bounding 

with computer, I thought it was really a bargain, and then I signed the contract for the 

connection and the computer.” 

“I have been doing stock trading since 2004. At that time I had to go the market every day, 

because they provided computer there for us. I felt it was a waste of time, and then I bought 

computer and signed up for connection. Now I can do the trading everyday at home, but 

computer and internet are used for trading only. That‟s all. ” 

Summary of Answers: Those elderly who have been internet users for less than 3 years got 

computer and internet access at home around the year 2007-2009; those who have been 

internet users for more than 3 years got computer and internet access at home around the year 

2004-2007. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘The appliance the elderly use for internet 

surfing.’ 

Interview Question: Why don‟t you use mobile phone to browse the internet? 

“I know it is possible to be online via cell phones, but I don‟t think my cell phone support this 

function, since it is not the fashioned one.” 

“Usually I just use the internet when I‟m at home. I already have the computer, and why would 

I try cell phone? It is meaningless.” 

“I think it is totally unnecessary to be online via the cell phone.” 

“It‟s the way much more complicated to use the internet through the cell phone: the screen and 

the fonts of characters are too small, and it is even harder when you want input something. It is 

not necessary.” 

“As a matter of fact, I know it is possible to surf the internet on the cell phone, but actually I 

never thought I‟ll tried it in this way.” 

Summary of answers: They are aware that it is possible to be online through the mobile phone, 

but they believe that it‟ll be harder to operate. To use the computer for internet surfing is 
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already a big success for them.  

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘What do elderly usually do when they use 

internet?’ and ‘What online accounts the elderly register for?’ 

Interview Question: Why do you prefer to use services that provide entertainments to you? Why 

don‟t you use email or online shopping? 

“I use the internet just for fun. When I am free, I play mini online games, such as mah-jong, Tetris, 

and the poker, with other internet users. I think these games are fun, and that‟s what I need.” 

“Usually I prefer watching online videos; it is easy to operate: you only need to do the double click 

thing, and then you can watch the movies. It is not like other complicated applications that entail a 

lot of trouble for yourself when you try to use it.” 

“For elderly users, I believe that it is important to make everything simple. We like the amusement 

functions, because we can find something for fun without learning extra annoying procedures on 

how to operate this and that program.” 

“When you want to watch online news videos, open the software, click the menu, choose what 

subject you are interested in, double click it, and within around ten seconds, you can watch the 

news. We call this simple style as “even those born yesterday can use it.” 

“I don‟t need to do online shopping, so it is useless.” 

“I won‟t connect my bank account to those online shopping services. It is risky and unsafe.” 

“I can‟t find out for what purpose I can make use of email services. It is not necessary.” 

“I tried email once, but those buttons and menus made me feel dizzy…” 

Summary of answers: For the Chinese elderly, the internet seems like a kind of resources of fun. 

Meanwhile, what they usually use are online entertainment services- mini games, online movie, and 

other applications easy to use. They also believe that it is really complicated and unnecessary to use 

online shopping. Although some have tried to use online shopping or email, they don‟t like it and 

believe it is hard to control the program but easy to get lost. 

Interview Question: Why do you register online chatting account? 

“I have a QQ chatting account. Since nearly everyone has an account, then I registered one.” 

“My son is living in a city far away from here, and we cannot meet regularly. He uses that chatting 

tool frequently and he registered one for me and told me so that we can communicate through this 

account, and then I use it.” 

“I think it is really fun that I can communicate with my friends via the internet. I can hear their 

voices, even see their images.” 

“I can know more about my kids‟ lives through communication via earphones and web cameras.” 

Summary of answers: Most of the Chinese elderly have an online chatting account; they register to 

chat with their kids, grandchildren, and friends to keep in touch with them. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘What websites the elderly usually visit?’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever heard of website like Google, Wikipedia and Youtube? Why do 

you like to visit portal websites such as news portals? 

“Frankly speaking, I rarely hear of these websites, not even to say to visit these.” 

“I know some of these websites, but I rarely use it. I have so many choices of websites, and I don‟t 

think I need to pay more attention to those I‟m not so familiar with.” 
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“Portal websites are a collection of various news and information. Since they categorize different 

information, it is easy to browse.” 

“The news on portal websites is updated in time.” 

“I think these portal websites are easy to use. Simply clicking the links, I can choose any topic that 

I‟m interested.” 

“Usually when you install some anti-virus software, your web browser homepage will be 

automatically set up to provide a collection of safety websites links. I like this service, and all the 

websites listed are localized and popular ones. I don‟t need to enter the webpage address on my 

own. ” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly rarely hear of these „widely used‟ websites and are not 

clear about functions of these services. They indicate that since they have the local websites, they 

don‟t have to choose those they are not familiar with. The reason they visit the portals is that they 

only need to click the news or video clip links to browse the content on the page, so it is pretty 

easy for the elderly to use portal websites.  

Interview Question: Have you ever heard of website named as China elderly? Do you know that in 

China there are some websites designed especially for the elderly? 

“Actually I don‟t know that there are websites for the elderly. If there are some, I think they are 

good. There should be some elderly targeted websites.” 

“Maybe there are some, but I don‟t visit them regularly.” 

“I know there are some elderly targeted websites, but I think most are similar and not appealing to 

us.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly rarely visit websites designed for elderly users. They are 

either not aware of the existences of these websites or believe all these websites are similar, so they 

would not find something valuable or attractive to the elderly. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘How did elderly learn computer knowledge or 

how to use internet?’ 

Interview Question: Do you want to gain computer knowledge from training courses? 

“I do wish if some course especially for elderly can be offered. I think it is important to make it 

simple to learn how to use computer.” 

“Because of deteriorating physical conditions, we cannot absorb knowledge as fast as youngsters 

do. Even some courses are provided; I don‟t think they are designed for us. I do hope they can 

consider our physical conditions as well as literacy levels.” 

“I got an introductory book about computer knowledge and tried to teach myself, but it finally 

proved a failure: I cannot memorize those terminologies, because they are too abstract. How come 

it is called hard disk or something like directory? I‟d rather learn it through practices rather than 

boring theories.” 

Summary of answers: Some Chinese elderly show their willingness to study the computer 

systematically, but they rarely heard that there is any training course designed especially for the 

elderly. They usually tried to obtain the knowledge on their own, but it is still very hard. The 

glossaries and terminologies such as hard disk, directory, and dive are not easily understood. 

Moreover, theses words are translated directly from original English words, so the meanings are 

somehow too abstract for Chinese elderly to understand and it is really hard for them to memorize. 
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Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘What are the difficulties the elderly meet when 

they use internet?’ 

Interview Question: What difficulties hinder you to use the computer or internet? Do you know 

any related improved services that can eliminate your difficulties for computer or internet use? 

“Sometimes I‟m really lost when there are problems with the operating system, software or 

hardware. The only thing I can do is to shut down the machine and start it all over again.” 

“When I chat with kids, I always type slowly and spell wrong characters.” 

“Sometimes the computer works very slowly.” 

“It seems that pinyin input is the most fast one, but you know it is represented in English letters. 

Sometimes I cannot spell properly, because I speak a dialect.” 

“Actually there is lots of input software available, I‟ve also tried some, but these input methods are 

all similar. My input problem has never been improved even I have tried a lot of methods.” 

“I‟ve read some advertisements about a kind of writing board that assists the elderly do the typing, 

but I‟ve never tried it.” 

“I don‟t know if there are some improved services or devices for improving the elderly people‟s 

input. But I think input is indeed a problem for us, and lots of my friends have similar problems.” 

Summary of answers: Sometimes the Chinese elderly really don‟t know what to do when there are 

problems with the hardware and software. Some indicate that they want to find some easy ways to 

facilitate typing, arguing that it is really hard to use those input methods, and the poor eyesight and 

little knowledge of pinyin are all problems for them. Most of the Chinese elderly are not aware that 

there are any services that can help eliminate their difficulties in internet or computer use. Only 

some heard about these services before, such as handwriting board for the elderly, but they‟d never 

tried. 

 

 Interviews regarding comparison results of Chinese Elderly Internet Users’ Perception and 

Expectation of Internet 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘What motivated the elderly to use internet for 

the first time?’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever used the internet and computer at your working place? If so, is 

it easy or hard for you? 

“Yes, the computer and internet connection were available at my working place, but it was not 

actually compulsory for us the elder staff to choose computer to finish work, then we‟d rather 

adopt the traditional way.” 

“I thought it was really complicated to use the computer to assist work. I had to turn to my 

colleagues for help when I got stuck.” 

“I think it is fine. When I did some statistical calculations, computer helped me a lot.” 

“Computer was available at my working place, but the internet was not in some departments, and I 

didn‟t get the chance to use computer to coordinate work.” 

“I started using internet after retirement; I didn‟t have the chance to work with computers, because 

computers or internet were not available at my working places.” 

Summary of answers: Before retirement, some elderly have computer or internet connections at 

their working place, but they believe that it is far more complex to use computer to coordinate 
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work, so they‟d rather finish the office work in the traditional way. A few Chinese elderly had 

experiences of using computer to assist work, but the problems are they are always turning to 

young colleagues for help; they‟d like to give up computer-assisted work. The rest of the Chinese 

elderly said that, they didn‟t have access to computer or internet at working places; they learnt how 

to use computer and internet after their retirement. 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly agree that internet enable them to 

keep in touch with families and friends?’ 

Interview Question: How do you keep in touch with your friends or families over internet? Why? 

“I use QQ for online chatting, and it is good and convenient. I can chat with my daughter everyday 

only if she is online. Sometimes we only send each other a funny picture, but it makes me happy, 

because I know my daughter is fine. ” 

“I chat with my kids online, but usually I don‟t do it through typing; I directly use the earphone or 

web camera to talk to them directly. In this way, we can see each other, even when we are in 

different cities, but I feel the distance is shortened. ” 

“It is really fun that I can chat online with my friends and families. It makes me feel that I‟m not 

old fashioned, and I‟m still very young!” 

“The youngsters are online all the times, and chatting is a kind of way for emotional 

communication. It is good.” 

Summary of answers: Chinese elderly use chatting tools to keep in touch with their friends and 

families. The merits of chatting tools are that they can communicate through typing or talking to 

each other verbally via the web camera and earphone, which make communication more direct and 

accurate. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly believe that internet is effective in 

providing information?’ and ‘If they believe that to use internet help them to keep both mentally 

and socially active?’ 

Interview Question: Why do you think internet is effective on providing information? 

“Internet is like a pot, and all the information is keeping updated in there.” 

“It provides all possible information you want.” 

“I can choose whatever information I want by searching.” 

“There is also much categorized news and information provided, which makes the filter of 

information easier.” 

“My friends sometimes send me some links of news and fun videos; it is good for us to exchange 

information effectively.” 

“I can find lots of shared topics over the internet and discuss that with my friends. For example, I 

can be informed of some new policies regarding elderly people‟s benefits and salary raises. The 

internet delivers news really fast. ” 

Summary of answers: The arguments that Chinese elderly believe the internet is effective in 

providing information are that when they surf on the internet, they can receive in-time news 

immediately, search and get information they want close at hand. They feel that they are actively 

choosing and filtering the information over the internet, not just passively accepting the 

information. They also indicate that the internet also increases the chances to share and exchange 

different information, such as healthy information and pension policies, with their peers. 
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Interview Question: Do you think with the help of the internet, you can share some topics with 

your children or grandchildren? 

“I use the internet for fun, and it is one of my daily activities, but I only care about the topics I‟m 

interested in. It is true that I can communicate with younger generations, but it is little bit hard for 

me to find some shared topics with them. ” 

“We live in different backgrounds; it is really hard for different generations to share something in 

common.” 

“Sometimes I want to chat with my grandchildren, but I type really slowly, and they‟re not patient 

enough to wait for me. I feel little bit depressed about that.” 

“I can check some new movies over internet and then recommend it to my daughter, so we go to 

the movie theaters together. Actually my daughter is afraid that I‟ll be left behind after retirement, 

so we are trying to have some activities together. I think the internet does help both of us. ” 

“The internet is effective in delivering new words and ideas, and now I even know some popular 

words among youngsters. When I utter these cools words, my kids are really surprised.” 

Summary of answers: Chinese elderly who don‟t agree gave the reasons that they are old, their 

thoughts and experiences are totally different from their kids and grandchildren. To learn the 

technology does help them to know more about their younger generations, and it may help the old 

people to share the same topics with young people. However, they are several generations left 

behind, so it is really hard to share the same value and attitudes between the elderly and young 

generations. Usually they can talk with the kids over the internet, but sometimes they feel awkward 

that they type slowly and sometimes stumble with the computer or connection problems. It takes 

time and is hard for them to fix the problems, and sometimes the children are impatient. Those 

who agree explain that usually they can chat with kids through the web camera to know more 

about the kids‟ life in another city; it is convenient to use internet chat directly or use web camera; 

to use the internet helps them feel that they became younger mentally, and through the internet 

they can learn lots of „new words, new things‟ that are popular among young people. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly agree that to use internet has 

brought them conveniences in life?’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever done online shopping? 

“Yes, I‟m always doing shopping online. There are thousands kinds of stuff there for you to 

choose, and the delivery is fast and in time.” 

“No, I know taobao.com is an e-shopping website, but I‟ve never bought anything there.” 

“I can go directly to shop to buy the things I need, so why would I do that over the internet? I 

don‟t trust that.” 

“Even if I do shopping online, how can I finish the payment? As far as I know, it is really 

complicated: you have to log into your account, and confirm your logging by sending some 

SMS…It‟s really a headache for me.” 

“I‟m not interested in that, and it is really unnecessary; what if there are some quality problems? 

How to get my money back? ” 

Summary of answers: Few Chinese elderly have the experience of shopping online, and their 

attitudes towards online shopping are more conservative. They are reluctant to try that and believe 

it is really unnecessary. Those who have the experience like online shopping for its convenience 

and fast delivery. 
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Interview Question: Have you ever used internet bank or ticket booking services over the internet? 

Why? 

“No, usually I go to bank directly; I‟d rather wait up in a line instead of using online bank account. 

I‟m afraid that it is complicated.” 

“Is it safe to finish payment online? I don‟t think so. What if someone steal away my account 

number and pin code?” 

“They are always boasting how convenient it is to use the online bank, but some of my friends 

complain it is hard for the elderly. When you open the webpage, lots of shining window pop up, 

and you don‟t know which one is the actual link you need. They neglect the fact that we are old.” 

“I don‟t think I will use the online payment service, because I just believe it is unsafe. You know 

there are online cheatings.” 

“I have enough time to go to bank or ticket center, so I don‟t need to do online.” 

“For me myself, I try to avoid doing money related things on the internet.” 

“Haven‟t you seen that there are lots of suggestive information over the internet urging you not to 

reveal your account information online?” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly use these services scarcely, especially the internet bank 

and online payment. They do not trust online money-related services and are reluctant to finish the 

payment online. They also said that they often hear about online cheatings, so they believe that it is 

unsafe. They just use basic applications provided over the internet such as search engines, news 

portals or other websites as well as chatting. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly agree that the elderly should be 

encouraged to improve their computer and internet use knowledge?’ and ‘If they would like to 

encourage their peers to use internet?’ 

Interview Question: Why do you encourage your peers to use the internet? 

“I think I will encourage my friends who have not started using internet to have a try. The internet 

is not only for youngsters.” 

“It‟s just like a new refreshment of my life. I enjoy playing games and chatting with my friends. 

They elderly should try to use the internet to make their life more fun.” 

“If they can afford it, I do suggest they have a try; I think everyone can find what they are 

interested in the internet.” 

“We are getting old, but it doesn‟t mean that we have to be left behind.” 

“Different people have different problems. Some of my friends spend most of their time on taking 

care of grandkids and household affairs. I don‟t think they have enough time for the internet.” 

“It is good for the elderly to use the internet, but I think it is not necessary. I‟m an internet user, 

but my wife is not. She has her own activities like attending dance associations, and she is happy. I 

think it is enough.” 

“It‟s a kind of way to get to know something new. It is good, why not to have a try?” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly who agree to encourage internet use believe that the 

internet can provide more pleasures and enrich their daily lives. Those who are not sure (about 

three elderly) about the issue said that what the elderly expect is not in accordance with the real 

situations, saying that some of their friends also want to learn how to use internet, they cannot find 

the proper time and chances due to some trivial things. Lots of the Chinese elderly still do not use 
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the internet, and different people have their own problems. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly agree that currently, there are 

sufficient services or information especially for the elderly over the internet?’ and ‘If they agree 

that most of the internet applications (such as games, programs) services are targeted at the 

youngsters?’ 

Interview Question: Why do you think that most applications and services are youngster target? 

“It is true that those applications are targeted at younger users, such as online competing games, 

which are my grandchildren‟s favorite. Also, it seems that we the elderly never have the chance to 

play those games.” 

“A lot of the applications are really hard to use. I want to try some like games, but most of the time 

I cannot figure out how to play.” 

“I hope there will be some applications designed for the elderly, which are not too complicated to 

use.” 

“Most applications are for youngsters. It is already much progress that the elderly can use some of 

the applications.” 

“I agree that the internet is flooded with games, which are obviously not designed for the elderly.” 

“The only thing we can do is trying to accustom ourselves to those applications. Even though 

sometimes we cannot see the characters clearly, it is hard to input characters and we are confronted 

with lots of problems.” 

Summary of answers: Besides that the Chinese elderly believe that they cannot find the services or 

applications on the internet designed for them, it seems that their impression about the 

applications for the youngsters are games, micro blogs, and social networks, which are complicated 

and hard to use and understand. They explained that the youngsters around them usually play the 

games, and they get online through PCs, mobile phones and other appliances, but these all seem 

hard enough for the elderly. There are too many games online, and sometimes the elderly also want 

to have a try of the games, but they feel that it would be hard. They also indicated that it is already 

much progress that they can use some basic and easy applications, but they do hope more elderly 

targeted and easy applications are provided. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly are satisfied with the applications 

and services they are using now?’ 

Interview Question: Are you satisfied with services and applications you are using now? Why? 

“I‟m just chatting online. That is enough for me.” 

“I‟m satisfied with what I‟m using now, such as searching information and sending emails. Because 

these are my frequent online activities, I‟ve been using these for several years; I don‟t have troubles 

on that.” 

“Sometimes I just feel it is a little bit stupid that the only thing I can do over the internet is chatting 

and searching information. Sometimes my friends ask me about some computer problems, I don‟t 

know how to do neither.”  

“I believe it is important that the elderly should not be afraid of these services and applications, so 

they should be made easier to use.” 

“It is easy to browse the webpage and search information. I cannot imagine what else I need. What 

I‟m using is pretty enough.” 
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Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly satisfied with the services and applications explained that 

at least they know how to use those frequently used services: they can chat online and search 

information, and the functions of the services are fine and currently enough for their needs. But 

some Chinese elderly complained that they are ignored by the services, besides the information 

searching and chatting. They do not know what they can do over the internet but expect that there 

will be some services that are easy to learn and use. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the government and society should be more 

concerned with elderly people’s access to and use of internet?’ and ‘If the elderly would like to 

continue updating their computer of internet use knowledge?’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever been informed of any news or policies about elderly people‟s 

internet usage? 

“Not really. In my city, I‟ve never heard government-supported projects that aim at helping the 

elderly to use the internet. However, I believe that there will be more and more the elderly in the 

future, and if the society or government pays more attention to their internet use, it is a kind of 

way to show their care of the elderly.” 

“No, but I agree with that society, mess media have to pay much more attention to elderly such as 

our internet access and use conditions.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly scarcely heard about news or policies that help the 

elderly people to access and use the internet. But they do hope that more should be done to 

improve elderly people‟s internet access.  

Interview Question: Do you think that you will continue to learn latest information technology 

things? Why? 

“Sure I will. It is a necessity for work.” 

“Just like a Chinese saying goes, you have to keep on learning even though you are old. I think I‟ll 

keep myself updated.” 

“I like that something new keeps on emerging over the internet.” 

“I think internet use has brought me lots of advantages, and I‟ll keep up with the new knowledge.” 

“It depends. If I don‟t actually need it, I won‟t continue to learn these technology things.” 

“It‟s not bad to learn more knowledge. Why not?” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly believe that trying to learn the new knowledge, even if it 

is just about using a new program or game, is a kind of way to enrich the life. It is fun and they are 

interested. Some of them said that they just use the internet for a short period, and the internet is 

still a little bit new to them. If something new emerges, it is good to continue learning. Those who 

disagree or are not sure believe that what they are using now is already enough for them, and it 

depends if it is useful and not that complicated. 

 

Table Interviews regarding Chinese Elderly Internet Users’ Expectation of and Suggestion on 

Future Internet Applications and Services 

1. The needs for more applications and functions those are easy to use, such as effective input 

methods and websites that provide elderly concerned information and news. The services 

should take elderly people‟s deteriorating physical conditions into consideration. 

2. Expect some courses to be provided for the elderly to help use computer in an easy way. 
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3. To provide more valuable, abundant information for the elderly. 

4. More applications for entertainments. 

5. Either internet applications or services provided to elderly should be safe and reliable, which 

can reduce the elderly people‟s worries about virus, cheating, and fake information. 

 

 Interviews regarding comparison results of Chinese Elderly Non Internet Users’ Reasons for 

Not Using Internet 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly non internet users have internet 

connection at home?’ and ‘If they know what internet is?’ 

Interview Question: Could you please describe your impression of the internet? 

“You have to use computer to be online. Usually it is really fast to find out information you want. 

My friends showed me how to search online health care information for the elderly. It seemed that 

he just clicked something, and then he got the information.” 

“You can chat with people from different places, even if you don‟t actually know who they are.” 

“I know that youngsters love the internet very much. They play games online.” 

“Some information or news over the internet is fake or cheating.” 

Summary of answers: Among non internet users, the Chinese elderly who have general 

understanding of internet described their impressions of internet in the way: usually people can use 

the computer to get connected to the internet where there is all kinds of information, and people 

can chat with others, even strangers, while youngsters play games, but it seems that the information 

provided over the internet is sometimes unsafe or bad. 

Interview Question: If you know what internet is, where did you get the impression of the internet? 

“I don‟t have a computer at home, not even to say the internet, and all I know about the internet is 

the computer.” 

“I never got any chance to use these computer or internet things. I think internet just like what the 

bank clerks use for transferring money between accounts.” 

“My friends once introduced these merits of the internet to me, and they told me that I can chat or 

even see my grandchildren over the internet.” 

“Every day when my grandchild comes back from school, he rushes to the computer, but I don‟t 

know what is so fun and interesting there.” 

“Sometimes they (my kids) stare at the monitor for several hours without having a rest. When I ask 

them what on the earth they are doing there, they said games, football games or stock trading.” 

“The TV program always broadcasts these internet things, such as how fast the internet has 

developed. More and more people have started using the computer and internet.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly who know what internet is explain that their friends or 

family members such as kids and grandchildren usually use the internet for those activities, thus 

they have these general concepts. They also got the information about the internet from media like 

newspapers, TV, and radio. 

 
Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘The reasons that elderly non internet users 

don’t use internet.’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever gained any computer related literacy? If not, why? 
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“As for acquiring information, I think newspapers and TV programs are enough. I don‟t need to 

learn using the computer to get information from the internet. And I do not think I need other 

functions that the internet can provide.” 

“Even the elderly want to learn some knowledge about the computer, but we don‟t know who can 

provide these services. It is not as easy as learning how to cook, and we‟ve never learnt anything 

related to the computer. Since we are almost illiterate about the computer, it is really hard to start 

from the scratch.” 

“Sometimes I got lost about using the cell phone, let alone the computer. All these are headache 

things.” 

“Usually I spend much time taking care of household affairs. Even when I‟m free, I attend 

association activities such as elderly dancing rehearsals and performances. I don‟t think I need the 

computer to enrich my life or to learn computer knowledge.” 

“My daily life centers on my grandkid; I don‟t have spare time on the computer.” 

Summary of answers: Most of the Chinese elderly indicate that they‟ve never learnt any knowledge 

about the computer or internet. As aged people, they believe that it is even harder to learn it. They 

usually get information from TV and the newspaper, and it seems enough for information 

acquisition. Some also explain that they spend much more time on other activities such as 

household affairs or association activities. 

 

 Interviews regarding comparison results of Chinese Elderly Non Internet Users’ Perception 

and Expectation of Internet 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘Elderly people’s perceptions about the function 

of internet.’ 

Interview Question: Have you ever felt that you would use the internet in your life?  

“I cannot find out for what purposes I would use the internet in my life.” 

“It is not necessary, why would I try that?” 

“I have so many hobbies, such as gardening and raising pets, and I can get lots of fun. I don‟t 

know if I can have fun when I start using the internet. I‟ve never thought about that.” 

“For several decades, my husband and I never use the internet, but life is still the same, and 

nothing has been changed.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly believe that there is little chance for them to use the 

internet in their daily life, so the internet seems needless and they don‟t know what they can do 

over the internet. Meanwhile, they indicate that the fact that they didn‟t use internet for the past 

several decades does not have any negative influences or cause inconvenience in their lives. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly non internet users believe that 

internet is negative?’ 

Interview Question: How do you know that internet is negative? 

“No, I don‟t think so. It is unfair that we deny everything about internet. Internet is good for 

sharing information resources.” 

“Lots of young people, especially the students, are addicted to being online. It seems that they 

cannot live without the internet.” 
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“They indulge too much in games or things like that, thus their academic performances are 

influenced. I heard that from social news.” 

“I believe the internet provide chances to do illegal things.” 

“There are lots of examples in reality or from news about how youngsters neglect their school 

things by hiding away for online games.” 

“Young people are lack of self-disciplines, internet is good, but lots of young people don‟t use it 

out of good motivations. At that point, I think internet is little bit negative.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly in group C2 said that they‟ve heard and watched lots of 

news about how the youngsters indulge too much in online games and other activities and thus 

waste a lot of time that should be spent on school studies. Meanwhile, some people also do some 

illegal things over the internet. 

 

Table Interviews regarding comparison results of ‘If the elderly would like to adopt suggestions 

from friends, families or to learn how to use internet?’ 

Interview Question: Why are you willing to accept suggestions on internet use from friends or 

families? 

“Although the internet is not a necessity for me, it is not bad if someone can pass his or her 

computer or internet-related knowledge to me. I think I‟ll try.” 

“I don‟t hate computer or internet things. If my families can help and show me how to use 

computer and internet applications, I‟d like to learn that.” 

“To learn something new is not bad. Isn‟t it?” 

“I don‟t think I can manage to learn that. I‟m getting older, and this is not what I should do.” 

“There are lots of things I can learn, and this is not an exception.” 

“It‟s useless to use the internet, and I don‟t have time on that.” 

“These internet things are for youngsters, but not for me.” 

Summary of answers: The Chinese elderly who are willing to accept suggestions on internet use 

from others explain that if friends or families can help them, it is not bad to get to know something 

about the internet, but it is not a must. Those who don‟t agree say that they are not interested in 

internet or it is useless and very hard to learn these new things, which are for young people. 

Besides, they are preoccupied with household things; they don‟t have spare time to learn the 

internet use. 

 

Table Interviews regarding Chinese Elderly Non Internet Users’ Expectation of and Suggestion 

on Future Internet Applications and Services 

1. Chinese elderly non internet users usually do not have internet access, which reduce the chance 

that they can use the computer and internet. If the internet is more prevalent among the 

Chinese elderly, it is likely that much more of them will try to use internet in the future. 

2. How to use computer is a big problem for them. They believe the computer is complicated. If 

the computer is simple and easy to use, then more elderly would like to use computer.  

 


